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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20506

February 26, 1986

Dear Dr. McTague:

I have the pleasure of transmitting to you Cle Report of the
White House Science Council's Panel on the Health of the U.S.
Colleges and Universities, chaired by David Packard with
Allan Bromley as Vice Chairman.

The Report, entitled A Renewed Partnership, was discussed in
detail with the members of the Science Council and conies to
you with their unanimous support.

Both personally and on behalf of the Science Council, I wish
to take this occasion to express to the Panel members my
appreciation of all the effort that they have devoted tp this
important study. They have identified the critical issues
that must be addressed if we are to retain our national
leadership in areas of science and technology that are of
central importance to our national future. Their recommen-
dations spell out a national plan of action that merits
serious and immediate attention.

Sine rely,: ours,

0 C-t

jS010M0 uchsbaum
Chairman
White House Science Council

Dr. John P. McTague
Acting Director
Office of Science and Technology Policy
Executive Office of the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20506



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

February 24, 1986

Dr. Solomon Buchsbaum
Chairman
White House Science Council
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Dr. Buchsbaum:

The Panel on the Health of the U.S. Colleges and Universities
which you established on May 3, 1982 and which I have had the
pleasure of chairing has completed its task, and now transmits
to you, herewith, its unanimous Report entitled A Renewed
Partnership.

We have benefited greatly from input received from representatives
of over one hundred universities and colleges and from over forty
private sector organizations. This input has bolstered our belief
that we still enjoy, in this country, the benefits of the world's
strongest scientific and technological enterprise. But at the
same time, it raises disturbing problems and questions concerning
both the short- and long-term health of this enterprise.

In our Report, we address these problems and questions and make
specific recommendations directed to each of the Federal Government,
the universities and the private industries. Although we recognize
fully that it will be difficult, particularly under our present
national fiscal stringencies, to implement ail these recommendations,
we are confident that their implementation will ensure the continued
health and vitality of a higher education system that has served
this Nation well.

erely yours,

\01,
Da Packard
Chairman
Panel on the Health of
U.S. Universities
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PREAMBLE

Amerie a has a utuque dependence upon its colleges and
,ersities both for new know ledge and for young minds

trained to use this kraw ;edge in Imo\ atiee %%a) s. the excellence

of our colleges and umeersities has been a cornerstone of Out
econonw: well being. our national security. and the health and
quality of life of our citizens But, as emphasued by the White
House Science Council Panel on the Health of U S Colleges
and Uniersifies. the strength and excellence of this higher
education enterpris: is at a transition point. and can no longer he

taken for granted
At a time w hen oer greater demands are being made on our

research umeersities they find themselves. after more than a
decade of belt tightening and retrenchment, with aging facili-
ties. obsolete equipment ar.d growing shortages of both faculty
and students in mane important areas

The problems discussed in this Panel Report are eery real and
eery important And the Panel .s entirely correct in its con-
clusion that increased support, important as that w ill he, is not.
in itself, sufficient to ensure the health of our system of higher
education What is most needed is a re examination and restruc-
turing of the relationships that hae evolved among the federal
go% ernment. the universities, and U S industries

Recogniiing the powerful dividends, both short- and long-
term, reaped from our universities and colleges. many sectors of
society including state goeernments, industry, foundations
and private indRiclualshac increased their support of educa-
tional institutions in recent years This commendable commit-
ment to sustained academic excellence reflects a recognition
that, lust as these benefits accrue to all, so also must the costs he
shared by all

This Administration has made a concerted effort to maintain
the Nation's preeminence in an age of rapid technological
change and intense international competition This is evident in
the broad measures taken to spur continued economic grow th
and competitiveness, including reducing the federal deficit.
reducing taxes and eliminating unnecessary reg ' tion It is also

reflected in this Administration's provision of increased real

funding for basic se 'entitle and engineering research, totaling 30
percent since 1981; especially in our colleges and unisersities

As the Panel eniphasiies. how cAer. while these actions have
been criticalk important. much remains to he done to offset the
neglect of the prior decade It is essential that we return to the
iew that federaland industrialsupport of university re-

search and education is an me estment in our national future
rather than procurement of necessary products and services
Moreover. while the returns from basic research may in some
cases he long-term, that represented by the flow of young
scientists and engineers trained in the course of this research is
immediate and of critical importance

The Panel presents us with a detailed and careful analysis of
the need to des clop an effective government-university-industry
partnership if we are to maintain our position in an increasingly
technological and increasingly competitive world They have
made spec' tic recommendations to this end and to tie mainte-
'mike of the health and e itality of our universities and colleges

I behoe that their Report deserves the thoughtful considera-
tion of ex ery cituen. and I share the Panel's optimism that, given
the partnership and the support recommended. our universities
will respond enthusiastically and effectively to the challenges
ahead This ,eport provides an important frame of reference
against w hick to measure our progress, and chart our national
course

1 he road ahead w ill not he an easy one: but it is the road that.
for the national good. we must pursue Scientists and engineers
has e a special responsibility to inform themselves about the
issues addressed in this Report and then, as individuals, to take
action in support of a strong and e ital national science and
teehnology base

the Panel has domed much thought and effort to their
Report. and I would take this opportunity to express to its
members my deep appreciation I take pleasure in commending
this Report to all readers scientist and nonscientist alikeas
an important contribution to the charting of our national future.

John P hlr Tague
/11 wig 5( rain «, Adir,or 10 the President
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Overview
1 he health ot S society is uniquely coupled to that ot

universities To a greater ',jell re e than any other country this
Nation looks to its limy ersines both for new know ledge and for
young trained minds prepared to use it et fectiy ely But just at a
tune w hen much is expected (t our universities. atter more than
a decade of retrenchment and belt tightening. they tind them-
%el% es w ith obsolete equipment. aging facilities. and growing
shortages of both faculty members and students in many impor-
tant fields

In lesponse to a request from former Science Ady .sor to the
President. George A Key worth. for recommendations on how
to ensure the U111 er,it les' long-term ability to provide the talent
and research necessary for the Nation's scientific enterprise. the
White House Science Council established the Panel on the
Health of 1' S Colleges and UrnYersities Its membership in-
cludes representames from the research community. both aca-
demic and nonacademic This report is the result of their study

To assess the university system's future. the Panel asked
among othersthe following questions Are our universities
attracting the best students into science and engineering' Is the
education and training provided .clequate to prepare the next
generation of scientists and engineers for the challenges of the
21st century Will our um ersities he able to respond appropri-
ately as these demands change? Do the environment and support

allow researchers to he optimally productive'
The answers to these quc dions cause us concern The prob-

lems are real and ubiquitous
We are certainly not alone in recognizing that science and

technology are critical to our future Nations ey.rywhere are
investing in these capabilities We conclude that we must rethink
and, in mon ways. rebuild the critically important interactions
between uniYersities. government, and industry that have served
this Nation so well in the post The federal government-
umersity relationship is too fundamental to the maintenance ot
our national science and technology base to he taken for
granted, and the industry-university partnership is emerging as
critical to exploiting that base in ord.r to compete in the world
marketplace

One conclusion is clear: our universities today simply
cannot respond to society's expectations for them or dis-
charge their national responsibilities in research and educa-
tion without substantially increased support. t-ederal sapport

ot um\ ersity re carat as a percentage ot the gross national
product peaked la 1968 and rea:hed a low point in 1978 After
increases in 1979 and 1980. it has declined in the 1980's (Figure
I I In 1984, only SK billion of the nearly 5100 billion in ttaal
national research and development was performed in tin! er-

sities. a loci that simply does not reflect our dependence on the
availability of the most able technical talent An economy
w hose growth prospect, depend upon maintaining a competitive
edge in technology must look to an increasingnot decreas-
ingemphasis on the source of this technical talent It is time to
take an honest look at what the real costs of university-based
research are and how they should he borne We must return to
the IC14, point that federal support of such research is a long-term
investment in the Nation's future rather than the procurement of
a necessary product

The strength of the nation in trade. defense. and health has
been directly related to past investments in science and tech-
nology Our future position in global market, will similarly
depend on our willingness to respond to opportunity and to
mobilize our strengths today To this end, we must promote a
broad interdisciplinary approach to problem-solving by focus-
ing on university -based centers that will improve cooperative
linkages between scientists, engineers. and industry

If we are to have an acceptable future in an increasing'
technological and competitive world, and if we are to respond
adequately to national needs in areas of economic compen-
meness, national securityind quality of lice for all our citizens,
the time has 00111C when a new partnership involving all threat.
the tederal government, universities and the private sector. must
he forged And we must he realistic about the very real limita-
tions on the extent to which industrial support of basic reseaich.
Important as it is. can replace that from the federal government

In the summary which iAlow.s. we present the Panel's major
findings and recommendations. We bel eve that they demand the
attention of the nation, and that if they are implemented. our
universities will respond enthusiastically and effectively. Our
present leadership in international science and technology is
cha:lenged, indeed, many consider it tragile and endangered.
We arc confident that the actions we recommend will allow us t.)
retain this leadership We cannot afford less

2. Findings
A healthy university system IN the basis too o future In

any tanking of priorities for allocating R&D support- -both
tederal and pro.ate-- uniYersities must rank first

11
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Demands for new talent and neu knc ledge have hoer
been greater Unkersities v ill not he able to respond to
these grot. mg needs vithout increased federal support In
particular. ve ourage continuation of present admin-
istration pohcies to further increase basic research as a
fraction of total national R&D funding

01 qual importance voth the loci of funding is the Nta-
iration of federal support to permit more i Ifectke use of

financial and human resources The most ambmous re-
search requires long lead time' for preparation and incuba-
tion Research groups are exceedingly fragile, once dis-
banded, they can raiel N be reassembled In the absence of
Ntahi ht and predici:Nlitv. important opportunities have
been lost. scarce resources have been used mei ficientk
and. nut NenouN, some of the boghtcst young minds in
each recent generation ha \e been lost to science and
technolog

The uimersines themsel \ es must shire the responsibility
tot the deterioration of their health and capability In at-
tempting to ride out v hat \Nere hoped to be tempoldi
budget shortfalls. they moil,- aged their research futuies
too of ten using limited lunds to maintain research person-
nel rattle' than in\ estmg in needed instrumentation of
hit-dales Moteo er. research faculty inembeiN have them-

selves

hem-

4

sek es too of ten forgone high-risk exploratoiy research
vinch. \ken: it to succeed. could hate impresske pa) off

State and local governments as \ken as pri ate pin-
lanthrom,. pla a \ ital role Their initial investments de-
N, clop the structures and programs that make UnINetNitieN
competitke for federal investment. and they pioNide re-
sources by vhich academic instnutions piesei e then au-
tonomy and diversity MoreoNer. such support is a maim
element of the shared iesponsibilit that t pities the pres-
ent unkersity-federal gmeinment paitneiship

the diversity of our college and ersik system Is an
essential element of Its strength

In iecogmtion of the !cadetship demands that out society
\kill place upon them, tt IN CNNellildi that mechanisms be

developed tot earl) identifiLmon and NlIppOl t of out most
able outh

Strong Link s t -go emment-induct pal mei sh ips ale

to meetiig out goals in economic eompeti-
ti elleNN. national securitN. agiicultt.te. health. dad in nn
pioN mg the quality of life of out citrons

3. Recommendations

A. TO maintain the strong science base essential to our
national future, sie recommend that:

12



I The federal gtx ernment make substantially greater Ai-
vestments in our centers of learning in the 1980's and
1990's than the 1970's The recommendations Net
forth in this re, rt. if :hey are to he implemented fully.
require significIt increases in financial support The
source of such funding in these time of fiscal stringency
IN not oh ou . Reallocation of cD appropriation. zip-
pears to he the must probable source. but we belie\ e that
incremental new funding w ill he reciiired In an case.

we emphasize that this federal investment, at minimum,
must keep pace IA ith a.: overall national investment in
R&D, at the current rate of growth it will double in ten
years More rapid growth IN essential if our universities
are to meet the burgeoning deman,Is being made upon
them from almost every sector of our society The federal
government is the only practical source of funding for the
major part of this growth.

2 The federal government support a ma, rhative to
establish university-based interdisciplinary. problem-
oriented research and technology centers directed to
problems of broad national needs and relevant to indus-
trial technology

3 The federal government hear its full share of the cc st of
the university research it supports

B. To build a solid partnership among the federal golern-
ment, industry, and universities; to enable ?he university
infrastructures to keep pace with research and educa-
tional needs; and to assure that the universities are able
to pursue research :nd education effectivity, we recom-
mend that:

I Federal policies recognize that the costs of university
research facilities and equipment are a neeLssary part of
federally sponsored. university -based research costs

2 The portion of federal research grants and contracts that
reimburse universe:..;, for use or depreciation of
and equipment (use allowances) he based on realistic
useful lifetimes
a Useful life of buildings and facilities should he re-

duced from the present level of 50 years to 20 years
h Useful life of equipment and instrumentation should

he reduced from the present level of 15 years to 5 to
10 years, depending on the class of equipment.

These changes, which do no more than inject reality into
the costs of doing research, will increase substantially
the indirect fraction of total costs This increase should
not he drawn from direct research costs but from real-
location of funds from other sources

3 To allow U.S universities to restore their infrastructures
in a timely fashion, a facilities fund he established within
NSF for each of the next ten years And that in ordei to
encourage excellence.
a All proposals submitted to this facilities fund should

he subjected to pee' review within the scientific of
technological community involved, and

h All awards Boni the fund should he made or, t 51) 50

matching basis w ith non-tette! al lunch'',

4 Any reorgamiation of the fedeial tax code iccogniie the
importance of increased Indust! -um% ei Nay inteiaction
A 25 percent nonincremental tax (Actin should he estab-

lished for industrial funding of unixersity resciudi and
for industry'-suppoited maintenance and servicing of
unr,ersity equipment A tax deduction equal to the full
iarket value of all industriallx contributed equipment

should he established

C. To wnimize controversy and friction concerning the
reimbursement of indirect costs, we recommend that:

1 Reimbursements for admini'.trativc costs w ithin the indi-

rect cost category be fixed at a uniform percentage of
modified total direct costs That percentage should he the
mean national percentage over a five-year , istorical
period, and the adjustments sbouid he phased in over a

two-year period to allow those unix ersities now charging
more than the new fixed rate to plan for reduction This
change will eliminate much of the need for faculty effort
reporting

2 The forma! requirement for cost- snaring he eliminated

3 The paperwork burden associated th grant and con-
tract administration he reduced to a minimum In th,
Panel's view, all faculty effort i.!porting should he
eliminated

4 All federal agencies supporting unix ersity research
adopt the NSF practice of including the indirect cosh in
the project budget subject to peer rex iew

D. In order that the university environment be conducile to
high-quality research and education; that it be attractive
to the bcst minds; and to increase the effectiveness with
which federal funding is used for research, we recom-
mend that:

I Federal agencies work toward al, average grant or con-
tract duration of at least three. and prefei ab!y fix e, years

2 Investigators he I ree to use up to 10 percc it of their grant
or contract support on a fully discretionary bases and he
permitted to carry unexpended funds it rward from one
fiscal year to the Iwo

3 Fedei al agencies make greater use of block giants or
contracts to NV art groups of investigators has rag
shared research interests

4 For greater flexibilitx, to facilitate c tinges in an IIINCS-
tigator's field of research. and to support high-risk le-
seal , federal agencies, except in the cases of young
investigators, place suhstantiallx mote emph,,sis upon
the research history of the inxestigatm and less on the
'Imposed resLarLli pioiect ni making await!,

13



E. To identif and educate our most talented south more
effect'(el, and to enable experienced scientists and engi-
neers to continue to contribute their skills in a (hanging
technologi, el en( ironmt t, we recommend that:

I A qib,iantio' program of ment-hawd, portable whol-
ar4up he eqahlhhed hs the federal goNernment at the
undergraduate loci Parallel programs should he ,:tah-
lhbed hs indthtrie haN mg ign Meant dependence upon

uniNerit research and educatior The national goal
should Ix to: the nuht able I percent of the undergradu-
ate tudenh in mathematic. engineering. and the natural
eience entering colleges or un IN erqtre each ear to he

supported under thew progranh This program i recom-
mended .,.h an addition to, not a uuhqitunon fr. cmeting
need -hayed federal ihtance program

6

2 Subqantial program, of multiyear merit -bawd lel-
km hif-h. both federal and indti trial. he otahlhhed in
t.ience. mathematic. and engineering at the graduate

IC\ el Reflecting national needs. the held dhtribution of
thew felloNhio would he e \pected to Lhange over
time

3 liniNeritie encourage interdiwiplinary acti ,ntie at the

graduate loci N% hi le retaining the eential quality con-
trol function nom, plaed hv the traditio, il diwtplinary
department

4 Induqrie,, and i.niNeritie,, develop attractive continuing
education pr )gratah for engineer and cienthh that arc
matched to Lontemporar induqrial requirement an to

modem science and technology

l4



II. INTRODUCTION
(hi the it mh,: it huh tte hr tin a rr m e to bear in the.lat at;innst disease, in the t rectum 01 lielt Illth011fr% and in the I/owl/lel/m 01

ow :limed For, e, depend% in hu 'e (I% a ninon

How we, as a nation. succeed in achiev in our goals in
matters of health, economic strength and national security will
depend critically on how effectively we deploy our science and
technology. This. in turn, depends upon the strength of our
science and technology baseupon the flow of new know ledge
and of trained personnel equipped to utiliic that knowledge
effectively. As was vividly demonstrated in the radar, atomic
energy and medical care advances during World War II. tech-
nological developments draw upon a reser\ oir of basic research
in science and engineering, ad upon the imagination and
creativity of broadh educat-d scientists and engineer, Indeed.
cur society's recognition of this dependence underlies the
federal support which ha, given us, in the U S one of the
world's strongest science and technology enterprises

Both science and technology are advancing at an unprece-
dented puce and are strongly affecting the daily lives of our
eniiens, rarely, f ever before, have such revolutionary changes
and advances occurred simultaneously across the entire Tec-
h um of the science, Such rapid change poses fundamental
challer,ges and equally fundamental opportunities. ff we are to
respond effectively to these challenges and opportunities. we
need, more than ever. an increasing flow of new knowledge and
of trained f, rsonnela stronger national science and tech-
nology base. In this country, we are uniquely dependent upon
our universities for both basic research and high education,
perhaps our greatest strength here has oeen our insistence that
the two are ,eparable and symbiotic

But just w hen much is exNeted of our universities. many
have expressed grow mg concern about their ability to respond to

national needs 11,. comments we have received rein leaders in
universities, industry. and government suggest that there are
serious problems in the availability of modern research instru-
mentation and facilities. that overall I unding levels are too low
to provide appropriate stability to existing research groups a,
well as allow the entry of promising young investigators, that
government regulations impose unnecessary administrative and
accounting burdens, arid that training in many fields is inade-
quate for societal needs Despite increased support in recent

tiinnesut Bush
Sueni.e, The Endless Frontier

P /94

ears, atter more than a decade of level funding, of growing
friction in the federal government-university interaction, of
inadequate mdu y-university communication or cooperation,
and of student faculty shortages in many critical fields, the
U S university system. long the envy of the world, is now under
stress The White House Science Council Panel on the Health of
U S Colleges and Universities was appointed by Dr. Solomon J.
Buchsbaum, Chairman of the Council. and by Dr. George A.
Keyworth, Science Advisor to the President, and was charged
with an examination of the present health of our university
system and with the formulation of policy recommendations
designed to ensure that our universities would be able to respond
to the growing national demands upon them

In our study. we have focused upon the natural sciences and
engineering, but the health of the entire spectrum of American
education from chemistry to computer science to the classics
is important to out national future In a society of ever
Increasing scientific and technical complexity, effective citizen
participation requires a degree of scientific and technological
literacy that allows appreciation of the central issues involved, if
not direct participation in their resolution, On the other hand,
the Nation can ill afford generations of scientists and engineers
unable to appreciate the economic and social consequences of
their work or the underpinning of values and moral judgments
that are the primary focus of the humanist

The reader will find in this Report a brief discussion of the
need for university -based research (Chapter IV). In Chapter V,
we focus upon the costs of academic science and engineering,

ith particular reference to the question of indirect costs which
have been a root cause of much of the growing friction and
alienation between univeisities and the Feder,. government.
Emally, in Cnapter VI, we consider the environment for aca-
demic science and education, and the opportunities and respon-
sibilities that government, industry, and the universities each
!ace in making it more effective

Atte, each of these chapters, we collect our primary ;indings
and recommendations for the reader's convenience. the major
ones are again presented in the second part of our Executive
Summit! y
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III. THE NEED FOR UNIVERSITY-BASED
RESEARCH
The value 4- fundamental research does not lie only in the ideas it produces There is more to it It affects the whole Intellectual life of a

nation by determining as star 4- thinking and the standards by which actions and Intellectual produt non are judged . An atmosphere

of creativin is established which permeates every caltural frontier Applied science and technology are forced to adjust themselves to the

highest intellectual standards which are developed in the basic sciences Fundamental resea ch sets the standards of modern

3cientthc thought: it creates the intellectual climate in which our mc,deri civilization flourishes It pumps the lifeblood of idea and
inventiveness not only Into the technologic al laboratories andlactorics, but into every cult:44(41 activity of our time The case for generous

support for pure and fundamental science Ls as simple as that

1. Introduction

From the '.beginning of t;..s nation, its genius has been the
speedy and effective conversion of new knowledge into useful
goods and services. In our earliest days we tended to draw upon

the reservoirs of basic discovery filled elsewhereparticularly
in Europe; our aim was its conversion to practical use. Our focus

was on the mastery of nature rather than its understandingon
invention rather than natural philosophyand the two were
considered quite distinct and separable until the pressures of
World War II demonstrated their intricate and essential connec-
tions. These connections can be subtle and indirect. Basic
researchthe understanding of natureis not necessarily
linked to any specific technological orientation; the engineer or
technologist catizot tell in advance what basic research result
may be of greatest relevance to his work. Some basic research

that leading to X-rays, for examplemay find important medi-
cal and technological applications within months ,f the original
discovery. This, however, is not the common experience. Much
basic research is not translated into application for decades after
discovery

Reflecting the enormous spread in lag times betv,,een discov-
ery and application, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to
document a very general visceral feeling shared by the Panel
members and by a very large fraction of the scientific and
technical community that the process of utilizationthe transfer
of new knowledge into goods and servicesis accelerating
This may not reflect a change in the fundamental mechanisms
whereby these transfers are accomplished, but rather a rapidly
growing recognition of the potent;a1 benefits to be derived from
the possible applications of scientific and engineering discov-

/49

V F Weis.skopf
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
April 1965

cries and the increase is the number of individuals qualified to,
and interested in, making such applications.

This is more obvious when we consider the international
marketplace in which we now function. For seve-al decades
following World War II, iiie U S. set the style and pace of
scientific and technological activities worldwide. We chose
those areas which were to receive emphasis. This situation is
now dramatically different, not because of any slackening on
our part, but simply because the rest of the world is catching up,

and, in a few areas, surpassing us in the ability to discover and
exploit new knowledge.

It has become increasingly important that the basic researcl.
reservoirs from which all draw in a technological world be kept
filled for use by engineers and scientists devoted to the produc-
tipn of goods and services for society. The interaction between
basic science and technology is one of symbiosis. Basic science
has continued to press the frontiers of knowledge and at the same
time has been dependent upon the s'.ill and ingenuity of engi-
neers for its progress By participating in the achievement of
national goals, basic research is made no less pure, no less
exciting; it is, however, made more challenging, more reward-
ing, and more important when better appreciated and better
utilized.

Basic science frequently finds entirely new challenges and
new directions from the needs of the world. There are many
examples from which we select three: DNA in biology was
discovered as the outcome of a study of the scourge of pneu-
monia; complexity theory in abstract mathematics was dis-
covered as an outcome of attempts to anders'and the functioning
of simple electronic computers; and ut,:ve -sal cosmic black
body radiation in astrophysics was discovered zss the outcome of

9



an attempt to understand the source of noise in satellite com-
munications sy stems

It is the combination of new know ledge from basic research
and of minds that can appreciate the practical applications that
pros ide the most fertile source of innovation

2. Graduate Education and Research

As graduate education flowered in this country's urn% Amities
in the latter part of the nineteenth and early part of the twentieth
centuries its industrial support flowed from a recognition of the
universities' importance in the education of scientists and engi-
neers and the discovery of new know ledge. Both were under-
stood as essential to progress It was only w ith World War II.
howeverand the scientific and engineering triumphs of radar.
atomic energy. medical care and the likethat U S society
more fully recognized the miportance of basic research and.
more particularly. its potential importance in matters of health.
national security and economic strength It Is this recognition
that lay behind the subsequent great increase in iederal support
of U S university research activity.

From the outset of graduate education in the U S par-
ticularly in science and engineering. an intimate connection
between education and research has been consideree fundamen-
tal to the production of creative scientists an.' engineers Our
focus on this linkage has served the Nation well Very much a
part of this focus is the fact that most of U S. basic research is
conducted in our universities, making these universities critical
to our national science and technology enterprise A strong
confirmation of the effectiveness of our university system in-
deed comes from the number of foreign students studying sci-
ence and engineering in this country

Since most basic research can rarely be perceived in terms of
specific products and services, and given the long-range nature
of such rese arch, private mdustry does not often support a high
level of basic research If one thing has become clear in recent
decades, it is that the fruits of basic research provide benefits for
all of society, frequently in ways not visible initially to any of the
pationants. It is for these reasons that the federal government
has come, and remains, the primary supporter of basic re-
search in thi'. country

3. Federal Support of University Research

The major surge in federal support for scientific research in
universities came as a consequence of the experiences of the
Second World War In particular, the prewar-postwar transition
is epitomized by the report Science, the Endless Frontier. and
the agency to which it led, the National Science Foundation
(NSF). The report, prepared by Vanrevar Bush in 1945 at the
rec,uest of President Truman, for the first time articulated a
federal policy which accepted responsibility for the support of
research, and of basic research in particular Establishment of
NSF in 1950 was the logical outcome of this policy. In contrast
to the targeted support of mission agencies, the National Sci-
ence Foundation Act of 1950 directed that the objective of the
Foundation be ". . to strengthen research and education in the
sciences, including independent research by individuals .

I0

I his language clearly indicated that the purpose of federal
insolsement should he in the nature of an wrest/nen/ in research
Spui red also by Sputnik in 1957, the result was a stiong influx of
I unds into R&D generall and into the universities spet.ilicalh
As shown in lahle I and Figure 2. horn 1953 to 1961 federal
t unding of R&D increased 14 percent annually. in constant
dollars The rate of increase in federal funding at universities
reached its peak bow cal 1958 and 1964, increasing an average
21 8 percent annually, in constant dollars (Figure 3)

In 1968-1%9 however. growth came abruptly to a halt. and
for the next decade showed essentially no increase in real terms
Although the universities increased their ow n expenditures in
R&D almost 50 percent during this period (Figure 4). this could
not es en come close to providing a reasonable rate of growth for
the system

In parallel w ith this halt in funding. was a halt in the growth of
manpower engaged in university R&D Between 1954 and
1968. full-time scientists and engineers engaged in R&D at
universities increased more than two-fold and the graduate
student population more than tripled. However, between 1968
and 1974 growth in these groups was essentially zero (Table 2)

The damage resulting from this long period of stasis and
decay cannot he overestimated. Since universities conduct more
than 60 percent of the basic research performed in this country.
the absence of growth was reflected in a significant deterioration
in this nation's ability to promote technological advances In an
era when science and technology are the key to economic
success, such a decline implies a drop in the standard of living of
all members of the society. and indeed poses a threat to the
future of this country in international competitiveness

No less serious is the loss of trained manpower. and for the
same reasons Graduate training is essential to providing indus-
try. academia, and the federal establishments with individuals
capable of initiating, exploiting, and maintaining technologic.il
advances And even beyond this, the limoltions on the univer-
sities' ability to provide educational opportunities adequate in
either scope or quality limited the ability ()f a significant propor-
tion of our youth to reach their full potential This represents a
tragic loss not only for the individuals involved. but also for
society as a w hole.

During this period of stagnation. several specific phenomena
occurred cv hich have affected the capabilities of the universities
to this day. Direct federal support of R&D plant in the univer-

Table 1: Average Annual Change in National R&D Funding
1953-1904

(In Percent)

Current
Dollars

Constant
r)nllars

Non- Non-
Year Total Federal Federal Total Federal Federal

1953-61 137 16 4°. 100% 11 4u. 140% 77%
1961-67 83 76 95 60 53 72
1967-75 54 29 87 7 30 24
1975-79 100 91 11 0 35 26 45
1979-84 11 9 108 127 49 39 59

SOURCE National Science Foundation. National Patterns of Science
and Technology Resources, 1984
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cities dropped from $211.7 million (in 1972 constant dollars) in
1966. to $19.5 million in 1981. In 1966. the percentage of the
budget of NIH research grants devoted to instrumentation was
11 7 percent (Figure 5) For NSF. the comparable value in 1966
was 11.2 percent By 1982. this percentage was about 4 5
percent for NIH and 9 percent for NSF. Since NIH and NSF have
consistantly contributed two-thirds of the federal support for
university instrumentation, these decreases clearly have been
significant The inadequacy and decay of the physical plant. and
the obsolescence of the equipment pool have been extensively
documented in recent years (Figure 6) There can be little doubt
that the: 'everely limit the research productivity and creativity
of the universities

4. Increasing Costs of Research

In additico to the general inflation which affects the broader
reaches of society. there is another form of cost increase intrinsic
to much research and technological progress Major advances
can still result from individual genius and from simple pencil
and paper studies, but it is fundamental to the nature of em-
pirical research in any field that each new experiment tends to
require more sophisticated equipment. more complex tech-
niques. more adept and creative researchers. and purer mate-

6

rials, for example. This simply reflects the increasing difficulty
with which deeper understanding is wrested from nature. It
appears in virtual!y every find of science In medical research.
simple X-ray machines that once provided invaluable informa-
tion to researchers and physicians now are little used, but have
been replaced by more capable (and more complex and more
expensive) computer-assisted tomography (CAT) scanners and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NM R) machines In particle phys-
ics. simple bubble chambers are no longer capable of providing
new insight to scientists: huge and much more sophisticated
detectors with real-time links to very iarge computers to process
huge volumes of new data are required Indeed, in virtually
every area of research, investigators now use and require exten-
sive computer time. where not many years ago it simply did not
exist Evidence suggests els nonpersonnel costs of high tech-
nology R&D have risen some 50 percent faster than ha, the
consume! price index

5. Investment or Procurement?

Perhaps most important. the decline in the growth of federal
support coincided with a change in the way the federal govern-
ment viewed its involvement with universities and university-
bused research From an emphasis on long-term investment

I I
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there nas been a progressive shift to a procurement approach and
philosophy. This is evident from the data on investment in
capital equipment and facilities. In addition, the imposition of
onerous accounting procedures has produced an unnecessary
cost burden, and has severely restricted the ability of individual
investigators and institutions to respond promptly and effec-
tively to new opportunities. The operation of the project grant
system has shifted from primary reliance on the capabilities and
vision of talented investigators, to insistence on the detailed
presentation and achievemeiii of specific goals.

This 'ack of trust and confidence in our investigators and
research institutions appears to the Panel to be totally un-
justified The university system ;las served this country well in
its primary missionsthe conduct of basic research and the
training, young minds The adversarial relationship which has
developed in many areas of university-government relations, as
in assessment of inairect costs (see next chapter), is damaging
both parties in their common pursuit of the goal of 4 better
national future

It must also be said, however, that the blame for deterioration
in the health of the American university research systLin must be
shared. Universities, by and large, had little choice but to tike a
short-range perspective in managing their .sources In general,
each year's decline in federal support was rationalized as a
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temporary aberration from the natural order. Consequently,
universities tended to defer decisions on long-term needs in an
attempt to protect, in the short term, their most valuable assets,
their people Although this policy was understandable, it repre-
sents a failure in management and planning, and universities are
now living with its consequences.

6. Rebuilding University Research

The decline between 1968 and 1975 in growth of federal
funding of research has been reversed in recent years. Beginning
in 1975, total federally supported R&D has increased steadily.
Between 1981 and 1984, Federal support for R&D increased by
14.3 percent and for basic research by 7 I percent (per Figure
7). A concentrated effort, however, will be needed during the
next few years to sustain these recent support trends. The Panel
is unanimous in its view that the Nation's (lc mand for talent and
for new knowledge will not be met without a substantially
greater federal investment in university researchwith much of
the increase devoted to upgrading and strengthening of the
university research infrastructure. We are convinced, moreover.
that this increased investment will require both a new se; of
priorities for expenditure of federal R&D funds and increased
support of university activities



1,-

Currently. only about 20 percent of total federal civilian R&D
tundng is devoted to the support of basic research in the
universities and only about 30 percent to academic research of

all kinds. Of the almost $100 billion expended nationally in
1984 for research and development only about $8 billion
found their way to universities. Such a balance is simply not
appropriate to today's demands for the talent and new
knowledge that only universities can provide.

Based on all the information available to it, the Panel is
convinced that full implementation of the recommendations in
this report will require significant increases in financial support
for basic research in the universities. The source of such funding
in these times of fiscal stringency is not obvious. Reallocation of

R&D appropriations appears to be the most probable source, but
we believe that incremental new funding will also he required.
In any case, we emphasize that future investment in university
basic research must at least keep pace with the overall invest-
ment in national R&D; at the rate this is currently growing, the
investment in real terms will double in ten years. This is simply
not adequate to permit the universities to respond effectively to
the demands being made upon them from almost every sector of

our society. We must make a greater commitment to our
centers of learning in the 1980's than was provided to them in
the 1970's, and the federal government must take the lead
for the major fraction of that support.

7. Importance of Stability

It is essential, too, to recognize that stable and predictable
growth, not intermittent infusion of funds, is essential Violent

TABLE 2
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS EMPLOYED IN PESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, BY SECTOR:

SELECTED YEARS'

Sector 1954 1958 1961 1965 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 19752

Total 237 1 3E4 6 425 7 494 1 550 4 558 2 549 6 529.8 521 9 521 1 527 2 530 5

Federal Government' 37 7 46 0 51 1 61 8 68 1 69 9 69 8 66 5 65 2 62 3 65.0 64 5

Industry46 164 1 256 1 312 0 348 4 381 9 385 6 375 5 358 4 353 3 357 4 357 9 358 0

Universities & Colleges total 25 0 36 5 42 4 53 4 66 0 68 3 68 5 68 4 66 5 64 8 66 7 71 0

Scientcls and enpmeers 20 3 29 2 33 6 40 4 49 0 50 4 50 3 49 8 48 9 43 2 49 2 52 6

Graduate students6 4 7 7 3 8 8 13 0 17 0 17 9 18 2 18 6 17 6 16 6 17 5 18 4

University associated
FFRDC's, total . 5 0 8 1 9 1 11 1 11 2 11 6 11 5 11 5 11 7 12 0 12 1 12 8

Scientists and engineers 4 9 7 9 8 8 10 7 10 7 11 1 11 0 11 0 11 3 11 7 11 8 12 4

Graduate students.'. .1 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 4 3 3 4

Other nonprofit institutions47 5 3 7 9 11 1 19 4 23 2 22 8 24 3 25 0 25 2 24 6 25 5 24 2

'Number of full-time employees olus the FTE of part-time employees Excludes scientists and engineers employed in State and local government
agencies

2Estimate
'Includes both civilian and military service personnel and managers of R&D Military R&D scientists and engineers in the Department of Defense
ware estimated at 7,000 in 1954, 8,400 in 1958, 9,200 in 1961, 12,000 in 1965, 13,000 .n 1968, 14,000 in 1969 and 1970, 12.000 in 1971, 10,700

in 1972, 8,100 in 1973, 7,600 in 1974, and 7,700 in 1975
'Includes professional R&D personnel employed at FFRDC's administered by organizations in the sector
.'Excludes social scientists.
6Numbors of FTE graduate students receiving stipends and engaged in R&D.
'Includes estimate for R&D scientists and erTneers employed in State affiliated institutions such as hospitals, museums, etc

NOTE' The figures for the industry sector represent yearly averages and may We, from other data in the text which is based upon surveys reporting
the employment in a single month of the year, Data in the text exclude historians, political scientists, and other social scientists

SOURCE National Patterns of R&D Resources
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Figure 7

Federal support for research and development: 1953-1984
(constant 1972 dollars in billions)
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university interactions, as noted earner, have been much more
limited and, except in unique cases, of much less importance

Inuastry has long had direct links with universities, usually
on a one-to-one basis, with some fields having closer rela-
tionships .han others. But these relationships have depended, in
large part, on very unique individuals, and their practices were
not widely copied in either U.S. industry or the universities
Much more widespread, lf course, are individual faculty con-
sulting relationships.

During the late seventies, however, it began to be recognized
that the pace of international technological change required a

greater awareness by U.S. industry of university research de-
velopments. Moreover, widespread predictions of growing
shortages of qualified electronics engineers and computer scien-
tists, and indeed shortages in almost all engineering, mathe-
matics and physical science disciplines, led many companies to
reconsider their university ties and their roles in university
affairs. While their actual direct research funding levels in
support of university activities are still less than 10 percent of the
federal government's, industry has begun to develop a wide
range of mechanisms for interacting with universities. Par-
ticularly important is the assistance that industry can give in
providing information to university researchers on areas of basic
research that may form the background to the solution of recog-
nized current or future practical problems. In this context,
cooperative research through individual contracts, industrial
affiliates programs and university cooperative research centers
have all received growing attention and support. The federal
government has attempted to support these trends by joint
funding of cooperative research programs and by supporting
innovative new university problem-solving centers.

Perhaps most important of all in the growing rapprochement
of U.S. industries and universities is the dissipation of stereo-
types developed during the postwar years of readily available
federal funds for universities. Both industry and the universities
were diminished and weakened by the breakdown, during this
period, of their former interactions and channels ofcommunica-
tion. Industry can, and must, bring to universities a renewed
appreciation of the challenges and opportunities that exist in
industry and in the international marketplace, universities, in
turn can, and must, bring to their industrial partners a renewed
appreciation of the contributions that well-trained, bright young
mindsas well as the fruits of university-based researchcan
make to retaining for U.S. industry a leadership role in a rapidly
evolving, increasingly technological, and increasingly competi-
tive world. Industries are thus finding themselves dependent
upon the university system for both talent and new knowledge,
the products of university education and research activity. Cur-
rent industrial support of the universities, however, does not
measure up to this dependence.

The Panel believes that the federal government canand
shouldact to promote greater industrial participation in uni-
versity activities and that such participation is very much in the
natir nal interest. We therefore recommend that a 25% R&D tax
credit should be extended to cover fully industrial research
expenditures in academic institutions We further recommend
that this deduction should not be incremental but rather a full
deduction and that a tax deduction for the full market value of
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equipment contributed to academic institutions should be
established.

11. Multidiociplinary Science and Technology
Centers

Of greatest imi.sortance, however, is the need to use the
existing strengths of ooth the universities and industry jointly to
address problems of iwg-range national scope In order to
ensure that we can recognize and seize technological oppor-
tunity, we must create a research environment that can facilitate
change across disciplinary boundaries. A first step has been
taken in that direction through the formation, at NSF, of multi-
disciplinary problem - oriented engineering centers. It is neces-
sary now to expand this concept from the narrow engineering
focus to the broader view of science and technology centers.

Much of the most exciting research to be undertaken in the
future will not fall within the traditional natural science disci-
plines. As the questions relating to science and technology
become more complex, and demand teams or researchers with a
broad range of expertise, it will be to the Nation's advantage to
provide multidisciplinary centers for their solution. Indeed, it is
increasingly the case that the most exciting and fruitful research
opportunities are to be found in the interface areas between the
traditional disciplines. As presently constituted, the universities
cannot comfortably accommodate interdisciplinary research. It
will be important for the federal government to provide funning
to enhance these interd:.ciplinary activities within the
universities

The rationale for such an approach has already been stated,
but is worth repeating. Emerging technologies are the founda-
tion of industrial competitiveness, and depend heavily on future
developments in basic research. Consequently, we find the
demand for trained manpower and effective knowledge-transfer
growing steadily. This can be most effectively stimulated by tne
federal government through support for "strategic research ,"
i.e., basic research carried out with the expectation that it will
provide a broad base of knowledge necessary as the background
for the solution of recognized practical problems.

An emphasis on basic research is consistent with recent
government policy. In 1981, development was the largest part of
the non-defense federal R&D budget, and basic research was
the smallest. By 1984, that ratio had completely reversed (Fig-
ure 8). We support such a policy, and would recommend a major
initiative in the federal support of basic research in universities
through the establishment of research and technology centers
directed to I. .ob lem s of broad national needs and r,levant to
industrial technology.

In mzking this recommendation, it bears emphasis that a
number of universities have already accumulated substantial
experience over many years in bringing together federal, indus-
trial, and university interests in collaborative research pi )jests
and centers; it is important t`at the i2ssons to be derived from
this experience be incorporated in all new initiatives in this area.
Much basic research does not lend itself to the large-center
approach; preservation of the natural diver,ity of the basic
research enterprise is essential. It will also he important to
recognize and make due allowances for those areas of basic
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research that may either in fact or in perception appear to be
displaced or frozen out by the larger, more newsworthy, or more
topical center activities.

Despitc the substantial increases in industry participation in
university-based research in recent years, it should be noted that
the supply of industry resources forand of industry interest
insuch activities cannot be expanded indefinitely. It is essen-
tial that this be borne firmly in mind in responding to university
initiatives for the creation of new science and technology
centers

12. Recommendations

1 The federal government should make substantially greater
investments in our centers of learning in the 1980's and
1990's than in the 1970's. The recommendations set forth
in this report, if they are to be implemented fully, require
significant increase!, in financial support. The source of
such funding in these times of fiscal stringency is not
obvious. Reallocation of R&D appropriations appears to
be the most probable sourc , but we believe that incremn-
tal new funding will be required. In any case, we empha-
size that this federal investment, at minimum, must keep

2

pace with the overall national investment in R&D. at the
current rate of growth it will double in ten years. More
rapid growth is essential if out universities are to meet the
burgeoning demands being made upon them from almost
every sector of our society The federal government is the
only practical source of funding for the major part of this
growth

2. The investment approach to university research, recogniz-
ing and contributing to the long-term health of the univer-
sity research system. must be maintained through stable
and continued support.

3. The federal government should support a major initiative
to establish university-based interdisciplinary, problem-
oriented research and technology centers directed to prob-
lems of broad national needs and relevant to industrial
technology

4. Federal policies should recognize that the costs of univer-
sity research facilities and equipment are a necessary part
f federally sponsored, university-based research costs.

5 The portion of federal research grants and cot:tracts that
reimburse universities for use or depreciation of facilities
and equipment (use allowances) should be based on real-
istic useful life-times:
a. Useful life of university buildings and facilities should

be reduced from the present level of 50 years to 20
years.

b Useful life of equipnnt and instrumentation should be
reduced from the present level of 15 years to 5 to 10
years, depending on the class of equipment.

These changes, which do no more than inject reality into
the costs of doing research, will increase substantially the
indirect fraction of total costs. This increase should not be
drawn from direct research costs but from reallocation of
funds from other sources.

6. To allow U.S. universities to restore their infrastructures
in timely fashion, a facilities fund should be established
within NSF for each of the next ten years. And that in order
to encourage excellence:
a All prof sals submitted to this facilities fund should be

subjected to peer review within the scientific or tech-
nological community involved, and

b. All awards from the fund should be made on a 50/50
matching basis with non-feclPrai funding.

7. Reimbursements for interest on borrowed capital (which
is now incorporated into total acquisition cost of a labora-
tory or instrument) should be made a separate category in
the OMB A-21 directive on indirect costs.

8 Any reorganization of the federal tax code, should recog-
nize the importance of increased industry-university inter-
action. A 25 percent nonincremental tax credit should be
established for industrial funding of un:versity research
and for industry-supported maintenance and se, ..cing of
university equipment. A tax deduction equal to the full
market value of all industrially contributed equipment
should be established
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IV. THE COSTS OF ACADEMIC SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
No nation (an maintain a position of leadership in the maid todas unless it develop% to the 1111 its 5( wrath( aad teehnalo'uul
resom c es No got er nment ac/e quatels meets its responsibilities wiles, it gene, ousls and intelligent's supports and vi the stark 4
s, len( unisersal. milustrs. and in its (run laboratories

1. Introductinn

The combined efforts of government. industry and the univer-
sities have, over the years. given the Unitt_d States one of the
finest university systems in the worldboth in scope. and in
many quality measures as well. Through their tremendous diver-
sity, and accessibility, our universities have made the U S a
world leader in science and technology The evolution of the
system has produced peaks of excellence in both public and
private institutions, and across virtually all academic disci
plines Our universities continue to educate top-quality scien-
tists and engineers, and to develop new scientific and tech-
nological insight and understanding.

In recent years, however, disputes have arisen over the costs
of federally sponsored research at universities, over what those
costs actually are and who should bear them. As disputes have
intensified, the mechanisms for maintaining a healthy university

stem have broken down For example, mistrust between uni-
versities and government agencies has led to micromanagement
of the research enterprise by the agencies and the imposition of
cost accounting paperwork burdens that reduce efficiency and
creativity in both research and education. The Panel believes
that the time is ripe to reexamine the controversy over the
costs of research land to create a system that maintains the
health and excellei_ e of our universities.

2. The Costs of University Research

Because of the interweaving of education and research in U.S

higher education, it has never been easy to quantify the actual
costs of university research. Some costs, such as those for
specialized equipment, can be clearly related to research Oth-
ers, like utility costs, are more difficult since part is related to
research and part to education. Accountants have divided the
costs of research into two categories. direct and indirect costs
Direct costs are those attributable to specific projectscosts

Presulen; Ha, r, S Truman
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such as time and Mort the pnrcipal investigator, project-
specific research equipment. travel expenses and so on Indirect
costs are those not easily allocatahle to specific projects; exam-
ples include the lifetime costs of laboratory space and research
equipment, administration. utilities. etc The separation into
these two categories. direct and indirect. is arbitrary and differs
from institution to institution.

When the federal government awards a research grant or
contract to a university, it agrees to reimburse that university fo:
a set of costs attributed to that particular project The reimburse-
ment includes both 4 direct and an indirect cost. (A detailed
discussion of indirect costs can be found in AppL lix F) The
amount of the grant is based upon the direct co:s and an
additional percentage of the direct costs to cover indirect costs
The percentage, known as the Indirect Cost Reimbursement
rate or ICR rate, is agreed to by negotiations between the
federal government and the university. Cuirently, the Depart-
ments of Health and Human Services and Defense represent the
federal government in such negotiations for all of the agencies
that support work in a particular university Generally, the
university will compile documentation of all costs it classifies as
indirect in a given time period and mempt to determine how
much of each category of indirect costs is attributable to re-
search The total indirect costs attributable to federally funded
research is then divided by the institution's total modified direct
research cost reimbursement (the "organized research base") to
determine that institutio.Cs ICR rate The indirect costs at-
tributable to unsupported research and to other institutional
activities are borne by the institution

The Office of Management and Budget Circular A-2I at-
tempts to define the costs of research eligible for lea:nal reim-
burseuient (see Appendix F) It also establishes criteria for
documentation and allocation of costs, roc: for negotiation be-
tween federal agencies and the universities Circular A-21
provides a framework for discussion It has not, however, sig-
nificantly reduced the controversy over the costs of research.
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3. The Controversy Over Research Costs

There are three basic groups at odds in the controversy over
the costs oa rest aral faculty researchers. university Amin-
istiators and government administrators For each group. the
combination of rising ct sts and slov,er growth in federal re-
search budgets creates a different problem To taculty re-
searchers (and federal agencies) the problem is that indirect cost
reimbur,ements are crowding out those for direct costs Less
and less of every research dollar is going to investigators cind
more and more to university administration To university ad-
ministrators. the problem IN simply that reimbursements are not
keeping pace with total actual universit research costs Govern-
ment agencies are concerned that university research is becom-
ing increasingly expensive at a time of increasing demands for
the results of that researchtalent and knowledgeand of
limited federal research funding They recognin .hat they will
be under increasing pressure to increase the pace and scope of
university research, and yet they are already in trouble funding It
at its present level. They are also concerned that the :-esearch
community is not. in their iew, providing an adequate account-
ing to the taxpayers for the support received

The controversy arises as the three groups try to reconcile
their competing perspectives Many faculty researchers. seeing
their direct cost reimbursements crowded out by .ndirect cost
reimbursements at a time when university bureaucracies often
appear to Them to be burgeoning. suspect that at least some
indirect cost reimbursement claims are not entirely reasonable
or necessary These suspicions are reinforced by the perception
that universities hay. few incentives to contain indirect cost
reimbursements. Many government administrators. searaing
for ways to cult hack on indirect cost reimbursements, are struck
by the wide .:nation in ICR rates nong institutions (see Thole
3) and thus share with the researchers the suspicion that perhaps
not all claims are reasonable and necessary In addition. some
government officials wonder whether it is even necessary or
proper. particularly during a time of limited research funding.
for th. government to reimburse universities for all the costs
they claim. even w hen those costs are legitimate

It bears emphasis in any consideration of the variation 3f ICR
rates that private and public universities really cannot he Ridged
on a common scale In general in the public institutions. state
legislatures provide support for many aspects of infrastructure
costs that in the case of the private institution become part of the
federal indirect cost pool In Table 3. for example. public
institutions typically have ICR rates below 50 percent and
private institutions in excess of 50 percent

University administrators respond to faculty members and
government officials with four points First. they argue that the
causes of the ir,reases in indirect costs are real, citing a typical
examples the needs for facilities and equipment. and growth in
energy and library costs The growing university bureaucracies.
they co..'end. are a response to the proliferation of government
red tape Second. they argue that it is meaningless to compare
indirect cost rates among institutions because of the variations in
their accounting systems. geographical location, research onen-
tation. age of physical plant and other differences Third. nni-
versitics argue that. despite charges to the contrary. they do have
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significant incentives to contain indirect costs, inasmuch as the
gevernment felllIblIfeN only that portion of indirect costs that
cal, he attributed to go ernment-sponsored research activities.
e g part of library costs Universities have always had to hear a
portion of these indirect costs Also, there IN constant pressure
from the research faculty to keep the ICR tato down. parneularly
from those faculty members w hose support administered
under the NSF mechanism ( see later discussion o.. NSF and NIH

mechanisms for ICR reimbursement) Finally. the universities
argue that they do lot even claim many legitimate costs of
tederally sponsored research and that being forced to bear a
greater share of those costs Only dive: is scarce resources from
other worthwhile campus activities many of which con:iibute
to the overall strength of the research and education enterpnsr

As university research activities grow in scope. univcrsity
officials increasingly point to the tact that such costs as fund
raising. the bridging of investigators or research groups between
externally supported projects and the provision of seed st.pport
required to initiate entirely new research activities (in industry
federal IR&D allowances provide this support) arc not allowed
as components of indirect costs even though they play important
roles in maintaining and improving the health and vitality of the
overall university research activity These costs too must be
covered by institution resources

The controversy over direct and indirect costs focuses on two
Issues fundamental to any understanding between the univer-
sities and the federal government. First which costs should be
considered reasonable and necessary to the conduct of spon-
sored research') Second. what share of those costs should the
government hear) Mutually agreed upon answers to these ques-
tions will remove a major impediment to a smoothly operating
relationship between the government and the universities

TABLE 3
INDIRECT COST REIMBURSEMENT :-tATES

AS A PERCENT OF DIRECT COSTS
FISCAL YEAR 1985

INSTITUTION ICR RAT,_

Johns Hopkins 64 0
Univ of California, San Francisco 30 6
Harvard Medical School 99 0
Harvard University Areas 62 4
Yale 68 0
Stanford 69 0
Columbia 74 1

University of Washington 400
Univ of California, Los Angeles 43 0
Un ersity of Pennsylvania 64 0
Washington, St Louis 51 0
Yeshiva 7 5
University of Michigan 50 0
University of Wisconsin-Madison 43 0
University of Minnes3ta 41 0
Duke University 50 0
Univ of California, San Diego 36 5
University of Chicago 69 0
Cornell University 63 3
Cornell University Medical College 46 0
MIT 61 5
Univ of California, Berkeley 44 0

National Average 49 3
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4. Indirect Costs

Ther.. has been almost no controversy over the rea
ablen:ss and necessity of direct costs; there has been much over
the reasonableness and necessity of indirect ones This im-
balance both reflects id perpetuates the misperception that
direct costs are somehow inherently more legitimate than indi-
rect ones. In fact, both are real costs of research A possible
explanation rot the differing perceptions may lie in the fact that
in contrast to indirect costs, direct ones arc universally subject to
peer review and judged qualitatively in those reviews for their
reasonableness t.nd necessity. This process is accepted as legiti-
mate by the federal government, We universities and the inves-
tigators 1"- assessments made by peer review individuals and
panels as to how reasonable and necessary a research budget is
are generally viewed as sound and credible.

Goven:ment :views and audits provide scrutiny of indirect
costs just as peer review does of direct costs. Federal indirect
coats negotiators make on-site reviews of all indirect cost pro-
posals behre the ICR rates are negotiated. and some proposals
are subjected to a full audit. These reviews focus on whether the
proposed costs are allowable and relevant to the performance of
research and on whether the institution's apportionment
ods result in quitable allocation of costs to research pro
grams Because these indirect costs relate to the institution':,
overall operations rather than to specific research projects, such
reviews cannotand do notmake an assessment a.; to the
reasonableness of the institution's proposed maim cost
charges and allocations

5. The Documentation Problem

A further form the controversy ass',,,. s is ver costs that are
Inherently difficult to quantify or justity. In an attempt to ensure
that fcderal research dollars are being spent properly, the go,/-
ernment has increasingly required documentation of research
costs. Predictably, requirements to document costs arc greatest
where documentation is most difficult In effect. the govern-
ment attempts to legitimatize through paperwork research costs
that are difficult, if not impassible, to justify through other
methods. This does not mean that such costs are inherently
unreasonable, only that it is difficult to prove otherwise. In
gerrral, the government requires documentation on costs asso-
ciated with federal research as well as on some that are not In

attempting to ensure that it is reimbursine, the actual agreed costs

of doing federally funded research, the government has :mposed
layer, of documentation and administration requirements upon
the universities. Such inefficiency and micromanagement IN a
natural corollary of a research funding policy based on the
procurement approach (1 e. pay for whatever IN needed. as it IN
needed) From the faculty member's perspective the W(.1

example of such red tape is, of cc.urse, faculty effort reporting
A workshop on effort reporting was ci nducted by the National
Academy of Sciences, referring to faculty effort reporting, its
members concluded that:

the basic problem IN that the requirements have
been patterned largely after industrial pi actice
reTular. after-the-fact reporting of time and effort ex-

pended. Such a scheme is not transferable to a univer-
sity. Effort reporting forms call on faculty members to
allot their time among a number of discrete functions.
Most faculty effort, however, serves several ends at
once and cannot be distributed rationally among dis-
crete functions An investigator working with a gradu-
ate siudent a research project, for example, simply
cannot divide such effort neatly into research and
teaching.

By setting faculty, university administrators and government
agencies against one another, faculty effort reporting works
against the development of teamwork and of any sense of
partnership in the enterprise. The reporting requirements serve
to perpetuate controversy over costs that are inherently subjec-
tive and impossible to quantify, as well as creating animosity
over the unproductive paperwork involved.

There are many other paperwork requirements which are
equally inefficient and which serve to inhibit a healthy reia-
tionship between the universities and the government The
federal government, for example, now requires inventories of all
research equipment owned by an institution, no matter how
acquired, in order to compute use allowances. The govern: -ent
also requires exhaustive project-by-project documentation of
research subcontracts to small businesses Such requirements,
even when laudable in original principle, rk against the goal

of efticien research.
None of the present documentation requirements promotes

any greater consensus over what constitutes the reasonable and
necessary costs of research In addition to the damage they do to
the university-government relationship, these requirements also
obviously increase the administrative costs of federally spon-
sored research

6. Micromanagement of University Research

In addition, other requirements imposed by the federal gov-
ernment limit the flexibility afforded researchers in the manage-
ment of their federal grants or contracts In some agencies, the
period of grants is as little as two years. and many must be
reviewed annually. Renewal involves preparation of detailed
accounts of both past and future work, and invites concomitant
scrutiny and micromanagement by peer review panels and agen-
cy program officers. Researchers are rarely permitted to carry
over u.iexpended contract funds from one year to the next.
Equipment purchases over $5,000 must be cleared through a
local screening process, allegedly to prevent c .)fication. And
perhaps most important of all, principal investigators, who are
best able to judge the internal pnanties of their research pro-
grams, are in some instances unable to transfer funding, for
example. from other aspects of their programs to the support of
Iraduate Ntuden,N and professional travel, without the explicit
and time-consuming approval of agency program officers. The
government, reacting in part to the controversy over the cost of
research, has sought to increase accountability by imposing
counterproductive regulations which impede flexibility.
creativity and efficiency in unixersity research.

The universities, in turn, have had little choice but to adopt a
short-range belt-tightening view and. in consequence, have
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done little to either mitigate the government's disti list 01 in-
crease the flexibility of the enterprise in the lace of government
red tape [heir accounting systems are often arcane and anti-
quated, leading credence to the impression that they are not able
to account for their costs Thcv have sl IdOill initiated alternative
organization structures, such as cross-disciplinary centers or
block grants to groups of researchers. which might increase
flexibility even despite federal regulatory limitations

7. Mandatory Cost Sharing

Faced with the desire to reduce their research cost reimburse-

ments to umversities. Congress has decreed that for sonic agen-
cies (e g N1H), the government should simply not bear all the
costs of federally sponsored university research. Based on the
concept that universities would be niGre determined to contain
research costs if they are obliged to pay a portion of them,
mandatory cost sharing was introduced as an incentive for the
universities to he efficient in their management of the federal
funds provided

Despite the lack of any consensus underlying the policy, the
government has applied this cost-sharing principle in other areas
as well In 1983, NIH indirect cost reimbursements appeared to
be exceeding NIH's budgets As a short-term solution, the
agency attempted to reduce its indirect cost reimbursements by
10 percent across-the-board. It made no determination that the
reimbursement claims exceeded the reasonable and necessary
costs, the implication was simply that NIH would not agree to
pay more than 90 percent of the costs claimed. This attempt
failed because of active lobbying by the research community
Continuing dissatisfaction with the perceived shortcomings of
the :ndirect cost reimbursement procedures ensure that the issue
will not disappear Other, more drastic proposals. such as an
indirect cost reimbursement based on a fixed 25 percent of direct
costs, have recently been considered seriously by OMB

8. Indirect Cost Reimbursement

There is a final issuethe ways in which indirect costs are
determined and reimbursement policies put into practice
Federal agencies which sponsor university research currently
employ two somewhat different methods for calculating re-
search cost reimbursements. Both are based on OMB Circular
A-2I At NIH, which funds half of the federally sponsored
university research, research proposals include only the direct
project cost. Y. t!view panels then consider only the direct
portion of we tit,, if an award is granted, the institution's
current indirect cost reobursement rate is applied automaticai:y
by the agency. In multi-year grants. should this rate rise during
the term of the grant, the indirect cost reimbursement rises
accordingly

At NSF, and all other major federal research agencies, reim-
bursement practices e similar, but their effect is in practice
somewhat dif ferent At these agencies, research project budgets

include the total proposed costs--thc direct cost components (as
in the NIH practice) plus the indirect cost reimbursement Prior
to an award, the total cost is negotiated by the nr ncipal program
officer on behalf of tne agency and by the principal investigator
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on behalf of the institution Under this system, since the total is
Usually, but not rb,cessarily, fixed over time, if the indirect cost
rate increases, the direct cost reininursemcntthose fund,
c +tiailahle to the researcher--1, reduced

The practi,:al and political differences between the two sys-
tems are noteworthy Both 4stenis are subject to the same
institution-by-institution indirect cost rates negotiated by 'OD
or HHS on behalf (I all federal agencies. But the NIH system
tends to be more closely' associated with the "indirect cost
problem" than does the NSF system When the GAO undertook
to study the "reasonableness of rising indirect costs," it was NI H
that was the focus of the study And statistics show greater
growth in NIH reimbursements for indirect costs than in Coln-
parable NSF reimbursements. In 1966 when the government
removed the 20 percent fixed rate on indirect costs, the ratio of
indirect to total cost reimbursements was the same (20 percent)
at both NIFI and NSF (See Appendix (3) By 198 I, that ratio was
30 percent at NIH, but only 25 percent at NSF. And whereas
NIH',, ratio continues to grow. NSF's has remained relatively
constant

Another reason why NIH has been more often associated with
the "indirect cost problem" is that its system subjects fewer cost
components to internal pressures within a given institution than
does the N.:;F system In the NIH system, the researcher is
concerned only with the direct costs of research, and indirect
costs are the concern of a university administration negotiator
and the negotiator at HHS or DOD. In the NSF system, the
researcher sees each dollar of increased indirect cost recovery
subtracted directly from the amount available for research, it is
thus an issue between the investigator and his university's ad-
ministration. In the former, the researcher argues with Wash-
ington, a the latter, with university administration colleagues.
In the N11-1 system the pressure is on government agencies to
balance rising costs against fiscal limitations, in the NSF system
the pressure is on the universities In the NSF system, therefore.
faculty are likely to he immediately aware of. and thus bring
pressure to minimize, actual indirect costs, thereby working to
keep ICR rates down

Finally, and perl,aps most important of all, is the way in which
the two systems affect the indirect cost controversy The NSF
system is more likely than the NIH system to be accused of
incomplete reimbursement, since the agencies do not adjust the
total amount of a grant to absorb possible increases in the
applicable ICR rate during the term of the grant Conversely, it is
less likely to be accused of reimbursing for mole than the
reasonable and necessary costs of search, since the NSF
system encourages faculty and university administrators to de-
hate the indirect costs

Several conclusions can be drawn from the Ivsis First.
since there has been almost no controversy over direct costs, one
can conclude confidently that the peer review system is a sound,
credible and effective mechanism for distinguishing reasonable
and necessary costs from unreasonable and unnecessary ones.
Second, because faculty pressure works to minimize indirect
costs. the Panel believes that the NSF reimbursement system is
preferable to the NIH one and that no oovious benefits accrue
irom the present dual system We therefore recommend that
all federal agencies supporting university-based research



take steps to Jopt the NSF practice for indirect cost
rei. .bu sem' .

This shou J not become alt. ins nation to NIH study sections to
micromanage the details of project budgets The members are
not likely to he well informed about the structure of indirect
costs, nor about the negotiations and audits in which each
institution engages with the government The project review
staff at NIH can be appropriately educated and may then be able
to guide the pc r review meLnzinisms in ways consistent with the
agency's pc .y There IN no reason, however. for total protect
costs (including indirect) to he concealed from the rex
process

9. Conclusions

The attempts to define precisely 'he costs of research at
universities have resulted in excess of paperwork that is self-
defeating. and a constant source of stress between government
managers, faculty. and university administrators As an exam-
ple. the mandatory cost-sharing concept has generated paper-
work and consumed resources. but has resulted in nothing of
vaioe It should he recognized that support of personnel. support
of students. and the provision of an environment conducive to
the c( nduct of research and training. in themselves constitute
cost sharing Documentation neither adds to nor subtracts from
this

Similarly. the need for faculty effort :-eporting results in a
totally artificial separation of the multiple overlapping respon-
sibilities of university faculty members Since the active re-
search effort is also a framing f unction. since a single laboratory
may have several related grants. since participation in university
and departmental governance also Invokes administrative func-
tions related to management of federally supported research.
and, particularly. since no faculty member works as little as
forty hours a week. the formal effort reporting requirei,,ents are
simply administrative fictions

These examples are perhaps the most striking. but by no
means the only. manifestations of what can only he called
bureaucratic accretion Although the need to; accountability
which spawned thew procedures is understandable. the out-
come IN, on balance, counterproductive to the goals of all
involved. Some attempt at simplification is desperately
requ i red

The indirect cost issue has caused similar, and perhaps even
more severe. problems In summary. indirect costs can he
divided into infrastructure ;:nd adrivnistrative costs. Virtually all
the controversy centers on the administrative costs and, in
particular. the apparently puzzling variation in rates from in-
stitution to institution As des.nbed in Appendix F. there is
justification for this diversity. However, the effort reporting. the
bureaucratic hurde is. the increasing divisiveness, and the

damage done to the universit:'-government partnership that
flows from the present continuing Institution-by-institui.on ne-
gotiation of indnect costs cannot he justified

In conclusion. the Panel strongly recomnids that the federal
government agree to bear its full share of the cost of unix ersity-
based federally supported research. This would entail an under-
standing that cost sharing IN inherent in the resources that
um% ersities bring to the re ,earch effort In order to ease the
stresses resulting from negotiated Indirect costs. a single level
for the administrative component of indirect costs should be
established In parallel, a reduction should he made in the
unnecessary and overly burdensome paperwork associated with
grants and contract Management. elimination of the effort re-
porting that will furrow from our recommendation for the fixing
of the administratixQ component of the indirect cost pool will. In
itself, go a long way toward reducing the friction in the
government-university interface and the real level of indirect
cost

10. Recommendations

I The federal government should bear its full share of the
cost of university researc It supports.

2 Reimbursements for administrative costs within the inch-
rect cost category should be fixed at a uniform percentage
of modified total direct costs That percentage should be
the mean percentage over a five-year historical period, and
the adjustments should be phased in over a two-year
period to allow those oniversities now charging more than
the new fixed rate to plan for reduction. This change will
eliminate much of the need for faculty effort reporting.

3 The formal requirement for cost sharing should be
eliminated

4 The paperwork burden associated with grant and contra('
administration should he reduced to a minimum In the
Panel view. all faculty effort reporting should he
eliminated

5 All federal agenues supporting university reseal a should
adopt the NSF practice of Including the indirect costs in
the project budget subject to peer review

The Panel recognizes that some universities will face reduced
indirect cost reimbursements if our recommendation con-
cerning administrative costs is implemented. We emphasize,
however, that our recommendations concerning more real-
istic use allowances for facilities and equipment are de-
signed, in part, to offset such reductions. It is therefore of
special importance that our recommendations be considered
as an integrated package; were they to be only partially or
selectively implemented, they could result in significant
damage to the academic enterprise.
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V. THE ENVIRONMENT FOR ACADEMIC
RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
There is only one proved method of as e, "gig the advancement of pure miencethat of picking men of genius, backing them heavily, and
leaving them to direct themselves

1. Introduction
The U.S. university system is based on the fundamental

conviction that the discovery of new knowledge and the educa-
tion and training of new scientists and engineers are inseparable
activities. Students learn to be scientists and engineers by doing
science and engineering. Faculty members depend on the
creativity and fresh approaches of students to challenge accept-
ed paradigms and inject vigor and originality into the research
effort. Without a sufficient flow of well prepared and motivated
students entering the university system, our national scientific
and technological enterprise will founder This serious national
problemcharacterized in A Nation at Rtsk, the report of the
National Commission on Excellence in Education, as "a rising
tide of mediocrity"has been well studied elsewhere, and
significant corrective measures are under way.

Central to the production of both talent and new knowledge
are university faculty members; they teach students and direct
research, usually simultaneously. The quality of the faculty
determines how well the universities are able to respond to the
Nation's demands for this talent and new knowledge. And the
effectiveness of faculty members depends on the environment in
which they functionwhat we call the academic research
environment.

This environment ha. many components: research facilities
and equipment, university administration, federal funding
agencies, professional peers, industry connections, support per-
sonnel and students. In a healthy university, these components
promote excellence, imagination and responsiveness in the de-
velopment of both talent and new knowledge. Creating such an
environment requires the best efforts of industry, government
and the universities. We address a van, y of issues that affect the
creation of such an enviror, ent.

2. Stability of Research Support
Stability of research support means that research projects are

not unexpectedly interrupted. If federal funding to an individual

James Bryant Conant
Letter to The New York Times
August 13, 1945

investigator is interrupted, it ,.:an bring the research project to an
unexpected halt, seriously interrupt the progress of the graduate
students involved, force reassignment cf equipment and space
to other projects, and place into question the professional fate of
the technical staff Involved. Fluctuations in federal research
funding can greatly interfere with the training of graduate stu-
dents. If funding for a project is interrupted or discontinued, it
means Inconvenience and wasted time and effort for the prin-
6pa1 investigatot But fot the student, it can mean several years
of graduate school wasted and for some, a comprehensive reas-
sessment and -ostructuring of their entire dissertation program.

Central to the maintenance of stability is the ability of individ-
ual institutions, through fungible cash reserves, to provide
flexibility of funding in tne event of unexpected fluctuations in
federal support. Such a capability depends both on responsible
financial management by the universities and on enlightened
actions by both government and industry in making it possible
for the universities, already hard-pressed financially. to estab-
lish the modest reserves necessary to permit their performance
of this flywheel function.

3. Optimizing the Funding Process

Most important. however. is the means by which federal
funds are allocated. The V S. is unique in the extent to which
responsibility for the allocation of federal dollars to scientific
research is largely in the hand,: of the scientific community
itself. This is an arrangement forges by enlightened represen-
tatives of both the federal government and the .,cientific com-
munity in the immediate postwar period; it has allowed this
country to evolve a science and technology enterprise that is the
envy of the world. The peer review system on which this
arrangement is based has served the nation extremely well and
must clearly be preserved, but at the same time, over the years a
few difficulties have developed.
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a. The Peer Review Process

In the peer review system. an 111NeNtigator research proposal
IN reA iewed by a panel of professional peers ho score the
proposal. theoretically on the basis of its scientific mei it Filar

Neon:. may reflect, to some degree. the reviewer's assessment of

the investigator. but the principal emphasis ha been on the
proposal as such Each agency. in general. ranks its proposals by
score and awards grants in order of descending score until its
budget for the year is exhausted

The system of awarding grants and contracts on the basis of
peer review is essential to our ability to maintain excellence in
science But we have noted the tendency, over the past decade.
to focus more upon the specific research proposed and less upon
the track record of the proposing investigator Applied to an
endeavor such as basic researcha foray into the unknown and
unpredictable---this trend can be counterproductive The skills
needed by a successful and creative researcher are above all
those for mprovisation in the face of unexpected discoveries or
disappoint rents A carefully conceived proposal can never
substitute or proven d sustained accomplishmentes-
pecially the case of research of a frontier or exploratory
character ,nd yet. proposals by established. reputable scien-
tists corm e to be rejected by peer groups and agencies on the
grounds t the reviewers perceive insufficient chance of suc-
cess, ina( uate preparation or insufficiently precise anticipa-
tion of re ; As one researcher told us.

Unfor itely, it is not an exaggeration to Nay that the
agencies expect a proposal to outline the anticipated
discoveries. . . To require that the solutions to all
problems be obvious before the research IN begun
discriminates strongly against innovative work.

Indeed, the peer review system has, at times, been antag-
onistic toward creativity. and examples exe.t of truly creative
and revolutionary research that has been conducted in recent
years only in spite of obstacles inherent in the peer review
process

In the course of our study, we have also heard testimony.
which we find persuasive, that the present peer review process
frequently makes it difficult for researchers to ,mange fields
Many highly competent scientists have been discouraged from
moviii.fr, to possibly more productive and challmging fields by
the knowledge that if they remain in their established ones they
are reasonably assured of a steady flow of federal support. while
if they attempt to move, they may face a much more uncertain
future with new peer reviewers

b. Structure of Grants and Contracts

A further serious problem in federal support of university
research is the short duration of typical awards Many NSF
grants. for example. are made for only two years. DOD and
DOE grants and contracts typically require renewal on an annual
basis As a result, investigatorsand particularly young
investigatorsfrequently spend 20 percent to 30 percent of their
time and energy in sustaining the flow of their research support
Because these periods are so short. there is always the tempta-
tion on the part of peer review scientists to attempt to micro-
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manage the iesearch of their colleagues, requii mg modifications
of proposals both at the outset and during renewal of support
And he ause the short p..riods necessitate NO many rep ICY* N. the

peer reN iew stem itself at times becomes ()Yen% helmed It is
not unusual t . a two-year grant request to require a year
between submi in and approN al II a peer re levi panel finds
difficulties with a proposal. the funding cycle IN often so far
advanced that a revised proposal may he delayed until the
following year In the case of new proposals, this can simply
mean a year of wasted time, in the case of renewals. it mans
dismption of the work already in progress

In many cases. then, the peer review system auposes signifi-
cant and time-con, lining paperwork burdens. The challenge is
one of retaining Me truly essential quality control aspects of the
peer rc, 'IA' process while minimizing the associated bu-
reaucracy and conservatism

Beyond th, peer reN iew stage. there are other harriers which
limit the ability of researcher,, to direct optimally his or her
efforts For example. the difficulty in redirecting grant and
contract funds when new opportunities arise is one handicap. as
IN the inaMity to carr:, tor); and unexpended funds from one year
to the next

We particular-IN recommend that agencies make greater use of
ble,k grants or contracts which permit groups of interested
researchers to hand together in pursuing common research inter-
ests This approach allows groups of researchers to leverage
their funds in pursuing their objectives This can also have
important advantages in terms of continuity, development of
highly qualified and long-term Nuppert groups, establishment of
instrui,:entation and equipment beyond the range of any single
(ri:estigatol or funding insti unient, mainknan,, of that equip-
ment by fully qualified personnel and. pet haps most important.
the freeing of younger participating scientists from the time and
energy consuming bureaucracy involved in acquiring ratlines.
instiumentation and support at a time when their creative powers
are at their peak

4. Student Support and Education

The heart of the university research system is the parallel
education of students In view of the disproportionate leadership
demands that a democratic society such as ours makes on its
most able citizens. it IN in the national interest that these individ-
uals he identified and adequately supported at an early point in
their careers so that they can develop their skills to the fullest
No nation can long afford to waste even a small fraction of its
most able youth It is important to recognize that many of these
inch iduals arc ineligible for the support. under current pro-
grams. that would enable them to attend the institutions of their
choice

It IN important to emphasize that the most able students in
mathematics. engineering. and the natural sciences be enabled
to deN clop then intellectual potential ,rd cieativity We are
confident that this is in the national interest. it is the most

fectiye in estment that any nation can make in its future It is
an essential contribution to ensuring that there is an appropriate
pool ul well educated. Interested, and dedicated young people
hone which our graduate schools C:111 draw



a. Undergraduate Scholarships

We emphasize our recommendation that this support to under-
graduate students he provided through programs of c.onipetitive
merit-based scholarships All these at the undergraduate level
should he portable in the sense that once awarded, the suc-
cessful student should be entirely free to hold the scholarship at
the institution of his or her choice. In addition to 'supporting our
most able youth, such a program has the great advantage of
providing a powerful incentive to the receiving colleges or
universities to evolve education programs of particular interest
and attraction to the most able students.

We recommend that aF a national goal 1 percent of the
most able undergraduate students in mathematics, engi-
neering and the natural sciences entering colleges and uni-
versities each year be supported under these programs. In
1983. some 196,923 students received their baccalaureate de-
grees in engineerirg, i.-athematics ia;id natural science If we
take this as a basis fir estimation and assume that I percent of
the entering students receive four-year scholarship support at the
level of 515.000 per year, the annual program cost is roughly
$120 million. We consider this 10 be perhaps the single wisest
investment that we. z's a Nation, could make

It is sobering to recognize. too, that statistics on the student
populations already in the precollege pipeline show that in the
early 1990's the annual number of baccalaureate degrees
awarded will be close to 150,000 rather than approximately
200..10() as in 1983 These are the data that underlie current NSF
projections of very serious shortages of engineer any scientists
in the 1990's.

It must also be emphasized that the merit -based scholarship
programs that we recommend are certainly not intended in any
way to replace the current need-based programs that have given
access to higher education to a wide spectrum of students to
whom it would otherwise have been deniedas well as making
our universities and colleges more interesting and effective
ins;itutions.

b. Graduate Fellowships

At the graduate level, a portion of the awards should he
reserved for fellowships for study at designated institutions in
order to take advantage of special programs or facilities or in
order to emphasize areas where special national needs may
become evident.

As shown in Figure 9. the percentage of foreign students
receiving doctorates in a number ot fieldsbut most especially
ent..meringhas been increasing in striking fashion in recent
years. It must be emphasized, however, that this trend does not
reflect any greatly increased flow of foreign students into our
graduate schools but rather a marked decrease in the number of
U S. students who, in the face of other opportunities, are
"hoosing to continue their education at the graduate level

The current shortage of U S. graduate students in engineer-
ing. mathematics, and physical sciences is being offset partially
by foreign students in U S. universities. The trends are a very
persuasive endorsement of the quality of U S graduate educa-
tion in engineering, mathematics, and the natural sciences as

iewed from other countries, but they also indicate the need to
pov ide incentives for U S students to continue their education
in these critical areas

5. The Universities and Industry

Because industry .s the ultimate customer of a large fraction
of the scientific and technical talent and the new knowledge
produced by the universities. industry's wisdom and Influence,
quite apart from its financial support. are essential inputs to the
university research environment In recent years, substantial
progress has been made toward rebuilding the industry-
university bridges that were largely destroyed during the period
of rapid growth in federal support of university activities in the
1950's and 1960's: much remains to be accomplished in this
vital interface, if a true industry-university partnership is to be
established in this country

As noted in Chapter III, industrial involvement with univer-
sities is increasing through a variety of mechanisms. In addition
to these varied forms of research interactions, it must be recog-
nized that the prime motivation for overall industry support of
the health and activity of U.S universities is the continuing
demand fwr trained scientists, engineers and other graduates.
The technological revolution not only makes heavy demands for
new young scientists, mathematicians. and engineers in the
marketplace. but also focuses increasing Pttention on the crucial
need for effective continuing education

Not too long ago it was widely assumed that the educational
phase of one's life was over after the completion of a formal
univci.sity t aiding and that it vve, him. to wo oil to the teal
world, applying that education But the increasingly rapid pace
of technological change has made such a view totally unaccept-
ableif indeed, it ever was acceptable Obsolescence of engi-
neering and scientific skills is becoming ever more rapid, and in
their own self-interest, industries must work with urnversities to
develop and support new mechanisms and programs whereby
university resources of faculties and facilities can be made more
available to older scientists and engineers who recognize the
necessity of renewing and modernizing their expertise or who
may wish to make a major change in their career path Univer-
sities and industries should work together to provide effective
life-long educational opportunities for employees and technical
people generally

As noted earlier it this report. the current U.S. competitive
position in defense, trade, and health is strongly coupled tc.
earlier investments in science and technology. We are now
challenged to remain competitive in those very areas of science
and technology where our preeminence was once unquestioned.
To respond to this challenge we must reestablish those links
between industrial innovation and academic science that were in
the past the catalysts of U S industrial technologies.

And this must be done with the recognition that the problems
to be addressed have burst the conventional disciplinary bound-
aries. The basic research that will he necessary to fuel our
economy in the future will require interactions across disci-
plines and with the active collaboration of many groups having
different perspectives and training
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Agriculture science

\o0/ Total engineer Physical science
Mathematical/Computer science

It IN our conviction that the multidisciplinary centers (dis-
cussed earlier) based on these premises will allow a flexible
response to new opportunities, give industry a window into the
campus environment, and will pay hack the public investment
manyfold Such programs offer a student who has a firm
grounding in one of the established disciplines at the under-
graduate level an opportunity to contribute his expertise as an
elf.2ctiNe partner in a multioisciplinary program at the graduate
level that truly draws on the insights and intellectual resout Les of
all the relevant disciplines Such centers can provide a focus for
faculty members who straddle traditional departmental bound-
aries and for whom universities often find it difficult to estithlish
long-term positions

6. The Universities and the Federal Laboratories

Increased interaction between the federal laboratories and the
universities should be encouraged The Panel fully support, the
recommendation in the White liouse Science Council Report on
Federal Laboratories that these laboratories should erkourapo
much more access to their facilities b; both umveisitxs and
industry Exchange programs that provide opportunities tot
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faculty and graduate students to work in the laboratories and for
laboratory scientists to teach in the universities and colleges
should be enhanced The value of increased involvement of
univeisity scientists and admit. trators as advisors to laboratory
programs was also noted in the Energy Research Advisory
Board Report on the Relationships between DOE and the Um-
versales The potential for existing feder.! laboratories to play a
complementary role to the universities in both research and
training should be further developed

7. Role of State Governments

Like industry and the federal laboratories. communities bene-
fit Nuhstanhally from being located near strong universities.
Silicon Valley in California. Route 128 in Massachusetts. Re-
search Triangle, Part. in North Carolina. aad similar develop-
ments in Austin. Texas. ari well -know n examples State gmern-
ments have a responsibility to help shape and develop local
uniNersities to meet regional needs characteristics Par-

ticularly with respect to state tint \ ersities but also for ',mate
uniwi sines. states can he a pit found effect on the qualit of

institutions h \ augmenting federal researt. h p, ogi ants in Incas of
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particular regional interest ti e , agriculture, seismology. metal-
lurgy) by providing infrastructure support and unrestricted
grants to institutions, to groups of researchers or to individual
faculty members and by beccaung actively involved in the
education process Perhaps most significant, the state govern-
ments can work with local universities and industry to improve
pre-college education in science and mathematics. creating rip-
ple effects thoughout the entire education System.

8. Conclusions

The combination and balance of factors that create an effec-
tive environment for academic research and training are com-
plex and largely undefinable. The Panel has attempted to iden-
tify several issues that have a significant effect on the way
research and training is conducted at universities, and where
beneficial changes can be made.

It is clear to u% that the short duration of grants at many federal
agencies provides paperwork barriers and fiscal uncertainty for
the investigator that far outweighs any advantage to be gained by
more frequent monitoring of research progress.

An important initiative that we recommend to increase the
effectiveness of the academic research environment is the in-
crease in duration of most federal grants to at least three and
preferably five years. This would increase not only stability but
also effectiveness in reducing tLe number of renewals and the
amount of reporting paperwork required in a given period of
time During the past year. NIH has already taken important
steps to lengthen the periods of their grant commitments. We
applaud this imt:ative and encourage other agencies to follow
suit.

A related issue is the liberalization of policy so that inves-
tigators can make the most effective use of their funds To
increase stability and flexibility in the use of research funds, we
recommend that successful investigators should be allowed to
use 10 percent of their grant or contract funding on a discretion-
ary basis; further, they should he allowed to carry forward
unexpended funds in their grants or contracts from one fi,cal
year to the next.

As a final point in this area, we recommend that agencies
should make much greater use of block grants or contracts which
permit groups of interested researchers to baud together in
pursuing common research interests

We would encourage the peer review group to focus less on
the predictability of success implied in a proposal. and more on
the track record of the investigator

Together with research. the major mission of the university IN

the training of young minds. It IN the view of the Panei that a vital
element of national well-being depends on the opportunities
provided to its most able citizens. regardless of economic or
social class. Perhaps the most important guarantee that these
opportunities will exist, is appropriate education and training

We recommend. therefore, the establishment of Substantial
programs of merit-based, portable. federally supported Schol-
arships and fellowships in mathematics. engineering, and the
natural Sciences at the undergraduate level We further recom-
mend that parallel programs in lodustry he established at the
initiative of individual companies. It Is essential that, at the

undergraduate level, all these scholarships should he portable in
he sense that once awarded, the student be allowed complete

freedom la) Select the university or college in which the award is
to be held

We recommend that the Nation should accept as a goal the
provision of merit -based support for the nio .t able I percent of
our students in mathematics, engineering, and the natural sci-
ences entering colleges or universities each year We are con-
vinced that this will represent the most effective investment '')at
this Nation can make in its future. Substantial programs of
multiyear merit -based fellowships, both federal and industrial.
should also be estabished in science, mathematics, and engi-
neering at the graduate level Reflecting broad national needs,
the field distribution of these fellowships likely would change
over time. At the graduate level. we recogn: a that it will be
desirable to have a substantial fraction of the awards nonportable
in the sense that they are attached to a particular institution.
facility or program to reflect perceived national needs.

In order to insure that st.dents can be sufficiently trained to
cope with the changing boundaries of research, we recommend
that more emphasis in univ:rsities be placed on the development
of interdisciplinary programs at the graduate and postdoctoral
level Universities offer a unique environment where not only
scientific and technological expertise but also that from the
social, behavioral and economic sciences as well as the human-
ities can be brought to bear on problems of major importance

We note tat industries and universities have a common need
and responsibility to develop attractive continuing education
mechanisms and programs for engineers and scientists that are
matched tc contemporary industrial requirements and to modem
sk...1iLe and tcclinolig)

9. Recommendations

1 Federal agencies should work toward an average research
grant o.. contract duration at universities for at least three,
and preferably five. years

2 Investigators should be free to use up to 10 pc cent .if their
grant or contract support on a fully discretionary basis and
should be permitted to carry unexpended funds forward
from one fiscal year to the next

3 Federal agencies should make much greater use 01 block
grants or contracts in Support of groups of investigatorsTs

having sha.:d research interests

4 For greater flexibility. to facilitate changes in an inves-
twator's neld of research, ancl to Support high-risk re-
search. federal Support agencies Should, except in the
cacti of young investigators. place Substantially more
emphasis upon the research history of the investigator and
les, on the proposed research project in making awards

5 A Substantial program of ment-based, portable schol-
arsiaps should he established by the federal government at
the underrraduate kw: Parallel programs should he es-
tablished by all industries having Significant dependence
upon unhersity ieSearch and education The national goal
should be 111 the most able I peicent of the undeigiaduatc
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students in mathenincs, engineering, and the natural
sciences entering colleges or universities each year to he
supported under these programs This program is recom-
mended as an addition to, not a N uhNt !tut lo n tor, existing
need-based federal assistance programs

6 Substantial programs of multi-year merit-based tel-
lov.'ships, both federal and industrial, should he estab-
;;, hed in science, mathematics, and engineering at the
graduate level Reflecting national needs. the field dis-
tribution of these fellowships would he expected to change
over time

30

7 llimersitios should encourage intcidisciplinar) actiL Ines
at the graduate level L hile retainins2 the essential quality
Lontrol tunction now played IlL the traditional disciplinary
departments

8 Industries and universities should dewlap attractike con-
tinuing education pro2rams for engineers and scientists
hat are matched to contemporary industrial requirements

and to modern science and technology
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VI. Summary

For most of this country's history. basic research was largely
neglected. and came predominately from Europe Federal in-
volvement in universities was primarily in applied areas such as
lericulture and engineering Industry also had limited interac-
tion with universities. and again essentially in applied field' For
the past 40 years. the major elements in the evolution of
university -based research has been the relative weakening of the

university- industry connection and the strengthening of the
university-federal government interaction (Note that a three-
way "partnership- :ias never had more than a transient and
limited existence ) In parallel with these changes has conic a
growing recognition of the importance of basic research in
serving the neLds of society, and of the importance of the
universities in this endeavor

The federal government's relationship with the universities
has always been based on the premise that university activities
att.. fundamental It, inceong suLtety's needs Ovei a LC111111 y ago,

the Nation's dependence upon the agricultural economy stimu-
lated establishment N the land-grant colleges. whose research
and training helped make American farmers the most productive
on earth Today, we depend on technology for our competitive
edge in virtually eery area ()lour economy. Our investments in
university education and research. and thus in new scientific
knowledge and talent, ore therefore even more importatit lb
carry out this missi9n, it is essential that the major participants
in the research enterprise, government. industry, and univer-
sities, dearly define their roles and responsibilities in the
partnership

It mus. 1-sc recognized. however, that university-ba,ed re-
search has, in the modern era, been 70 percent supported by
federal funds and that more than 60 percent of the basic research
performed in this country is conducted at universities. The long-
range nature of basic research. and the absence of any predicta-
ble payolf. effectively precludes significant investment from
industry Furthermore, the scope of university-based research is
fa too great to he supported through internal resources alone

Consequently, it is the federal contribution that will determine
the rate of growth of the system Perhaps even more important
than the level of funding, however, is the need for stability and
predictability of scope and support from federal funding They
are essential to the effective use of financial and human re-
sources In the past. Arch stability has been sadly lacking. In its
absence, important opportunities have been lost. resources have
hee.i used in less than optimum fashion, and, most serious of all,
some of the brightest young minds have been lost to science and

technology
The interaction of industry with the universities is essential to

provide an effective exploitation of the research base This
partnership is critical to our national well-being in an in-
creLsingly competitive world marketplace Particularly impor-
tant is the assistance industry can give in understanding the
translation of basic research to technology development. As
noted eat ;ICI. tile 11411111C Of illeNe Intel al lions ale as unpoi taut as

the direct financial contributions which industry may make to
the support of research.

The Panel has attempted to identify some specific probILms,
and has made specific recommendations that bear on the health
of the universities. Independent of the scenarios that the
Panel has considered, one clear fact emerges. Within the
context of probable future growth, hard choices lie ahead for
universities. It will not be possible to accomplish all the
things that would be in the national interest in the near
future; it may well be impossible to accomplish all of them
even in the long term. It is the responsibility of each university
to make the difficult trade-offs among faculties. facilities and
programs necessary to maintain its institutional health and vi-
tality within whatever level of external support it may find itself
constriined to operate It is equally the responsibility of 'ill of
the participants in the R&D enterprise mutually to estal ,ithe
goals of federal funding particularly the questions of stability
and growth. enhancement and expansion Only then can the
details he defined in a rational manner
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APPENDIX A

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

May 3, 1984

Dear Sol:

A' you know, our nation's ability to compete successfully
both in the military and industrial arenas will depend a
great deal on the continued creation of knowledge and an
adequate supply of scientific and technical talent. The
support of basic research and the production of such talent
are major objectives of the Administration's science and
technoiogy policy. The continuing health of our nation's
universities is fundamental to this policy. Although our
universities and colleges are now the best in the world, I am
concerned that lack of agreement on a number of long-standing
problems could affect their health and vitality. These
problems have been documented in numerous recent studies.
They directly affect the ability of the universities to
attract and retain the best minds both to do research, and to
teach and learn, in science, engineering and medicine.

I would appreciate it if tba WHSC would examine and make
necessary recommendations for revising the principles under-
lying the relationships between the Federal government and
the universities, especially as they affect the U.S. ability
to create the scientific and technical talent and to conduct
the research needed to sustain America's leadership in industry
and defense. The Council should provide a tautly reasoned
policy statement, which would serve to guide Federal action,
with respect to universities and colleges.

My office will coordinate the necessary staff support,
resources and administrative arrangements for your effort.

Yours truly,

17;

G. A. Keyworth
Science Advisor to the President

Dr. Solomon J. Buchsbaum
Executive Vice President
Customer Systems
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Room 2F601
Holmdel, New Jersey 00773
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APPENDIX B

ACTIVITIES OF THE WHSC PANEL ON THE HEALTH OF U.S. COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES

The Panel was established by the White House Science Coun-
cil, at the request of Dr George A Key worth, former Science
Ad\ isor to the President

Its initial organizational meeting was held in Washington on
Max' 17. 1984 Subsequently, the Panel held eight additional
one-day and two two-day meetings Over the period since May
of 1984, a ,.1:1,,tantial number of working group meetings have
been held in Washington. New York and New Haven in order to
prepare material for discussion at the plenary sessions held on
June 19. August 6-7. September 19-20. October 25, November
29 of 1984, and January I I . February 8. June 7. June 27 and
September 28. 1985

During the meeting on September 19, 1984, the Panel heard
from a number of representatives of the academic and scientific
communities (see Appendix C). and during that on June 7,
1985, from representatives of the Department of Health and
Human Services. During working group sessions. members of
the Panel and OSTP staff met with representatives of the Depart-
ment of Defense. National Science Foundation, Office of Man-
agement and Budget. National Institutes of Health. Association
of American Universities. National Research Council and the
Council on Governmental Relations

In order to obtain input from as broad a spectrum of opinion
and experience as possible. the Panel prepared questionnaires

(Nee Appendix D) which were sent to a ,ample of unix ersity
pre,idents, academic principal investigators, academic admin-
i,aators, industrial chief executive officers, foundation ex-
ecuti .es and executix es of academic associations

The list of those who responded to these questionnaires or
who volunteered input to the Panel IN prodded in Appendix E
The insight pros ided by these correspondents has been of great

assistance

A penultimate draft of this Report was circulated to the Panel
members for comment in August of 1985, to members of the
White House Science Council and to a very limited number of
senior federal admimstrato-s who generously agreed to receive
the draft on a privileged basis and provide UN with their critical
comment The comments received from all of these readers have
been most helpful to the Panel

On September 26. 1985. the Panel held its final meeting at
which time the content of the Report was finalized for transmis-
sion to the White House Science Council

Dr. Bernadine Healy. Deputy Director of the Office of Science
and Technology Policy, has served as Executive Secretary of the
Panel She and Dr George Keyworth. Director of OSTP, have
been active participants in the Panel activities. We have been
most ably supported by Mary Gant and other members of the
OSTP staff The warm thanks of the Panel goes to all of them.
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APPENDIX D1

QUESTIONS SENT TO UNIVERSITY PFIESIDENTS

I What do you beneve to be the major problems, if any, in training new scientific and engineering talent in
our universities and colleges? Any solutions"

2 Do you perceive instabilities in the current pa: tnership of government-university von. ored research" If
so, what are they?

3. Are tnere federal policies regarding government research funding that you find unduly burdensome? Any
suggestions for change''

4 What in your view is the best way to deal with the rising indirect cost rate for sponsored research" Are
there ways that the departmental and sp-msored project administration costs, which comprise close to 40
percent of total indirect cost r.bimbursements, can be reduced'?

5 How are you affected by the federal requirement for cost sharing and its documentation" How best should
the university and government share the costs of research"

6 What are the risks and benefits of university-industry collaboration with regard to financial interaction or
exchange of human capital?

7. What impediments to fruitful research are most often mentioned by researchers" Wti changes, if any,
might alleviate these impediments'?

8. What is your assessment of your university's facilities (buildi.igs and equipme it) for science and
technology" If you have problems with facilities, what aspect.., if any, appear to defy resolution without
federal government involvement'?

9. What steps, if any, could the federal government take to improve the quality of science and engi e1:- I
education at non-research (i.e., primarily undergraduate) institutions?

10 Do foreign students comprise a substantial portion of your science and technology student body" What
advantages and disadvantages do they present'?

I I . Do you set priorities among areas of science in allocatirg research resources within your university" Ifso
how'?

I2 Are there specific interactions between your institution and the federal R&D agencies that you see as
posing difficulties or you would like changed'' Do you feel "'3U have a vice within those agencies on
issues of funding mechanisms, peer review, etc"

4 1
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APPENDIX 1)2

QUESTIONS SENT TO FOUNDATIONS

I From your perspective, what are the major strengths and weaknesses in the I S i ersity sy stem ith
respect to the training of new scientific talent')

2 Because of escalating costs, problems with facilities, equipment. and faculty shortages in some disci-
plines. there is concern about the ability of U S universities to carry out their research and educational
missions in science. In general, what responsibility does the federal government have. if any, to correct
the situation?

3 The federal government supports about 66 percent of U S basic research From your perspective. is the
present program of support Noperly distributed among the various areas of scie",:e to meet the needs of
today's industries?

4. Almost half of the federal funding for basic research goes to roughly 23 top U S research universities
Should the government broaden the support and increase the number of top research universities.' If so.
how'?

5 What role, if any. should the federal government assume in providing new or replacement capital for
universities in which significant numbers of scientists and engineers are trained? What is industry's role?

6 What art, the risks and benents of industry and university collaboration either with regard to financial
interaction or exchange of human capital? Should the government seek to increase research interactions
between industry and the universities and, if so, I) how important is this task and 2) what mechanisms
should be employed to accomplish it

7 Could industry benefit from greater involvement with universities? If so, w hat factors limit its interaction?

8 What should be the federal policy with regard to admission of foreign students in science and engineering
at U S universities?

9 How actively dof:s your organisation support academic institutions? How many resources, human or
fiscal. are invo:ved?

10 Do you mirik industry is able to attract the number and quai.t:A technical talent to meet its needs'
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APPENDIX 1)3

QUESTIONS SENT TO INDUSTRIAL CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

1

From your perspective. what 'ire the maim sh _ths and weaknesses in the U S LIMN ersio, sy stem w ith
respect to the training of new scientific talent'

Because of escalating costs, problems with facilities, equipment. and faculty shortages in some dINCI-
plino, there IN concern about the ability of U S universities to carry out their research and educational
missions in science In general. what responsibility does the federal government ha\e. it any. to correct
the situation''

The federal government supports about 66 percent of U S basic research From your perspective, IN the
present program of support properly distributed among the Narious areas of science to meet the needs of
today's employers, especially industry'

4 Almost half of the federal funding for basic research goes to roughly 25 top U S research universities
Should the government broaden the support and increase the number of top research universities') If so,
how?

5 What role, if any, should the federal government assume in proviOng new 01 replacement capital fo
universities in which significant numbers of scientists and engine are trained' What IN Industry's role?

6 What are the; risks and benefits of industry and university collaboration either with regard to financial
interaction c r exchange of human capital'' Should the government seek to increase research interactions
between industry and the universities and, if No. I I how important IN this task and 2) what mechanisms
should be employed to accomplish it?

Could your firm benefit from greater involvement with universities') if No, what factors limit y.-,'r
interaction?

8 What should be the federal policy with regard to admission of foreign students in science and engineering
at U S universities.'

9 How actively does your orgamration support academie institutions') How many resources, hum', or
fiscal, are involved?

10 Is your institution able to attract the number and quality of technical talent to meet y our needs') Is this issue
a concern in your corporate planning')
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APPENDIX D4

QUESTIONS SENT TO PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS

I. What do you believe to be the major problems if any. in training new scientific talent in our universities
and colleges? Any solutions?

2 What changes do you think would make a career in university research and teaching more attractive to
young PhD's?

3 Are there federal policies regaroing government research funding which you find unduly burdensome'?
Any suggesti,is for change?

4 What in your view is the best way to deal with the rising indirect cost rate for sponsored research'? Are
there ways that the departmental and sponsored project administration costs, which comprise close to 40
percent, can be reduced?

5. Shoulo the federal government allocate more funds to institutional or block grants. or to larger
multicomponent specialized center grants? What do you view as the relative advantages and disadvan-
tages of individual, block anti center funding?

6 Do you have specific concerns about or comments on federal agency grant application mechanisms,
funding time periods, the review cycles, or appeals process?

7 Do you see problems with the - isting peer review mechanism'? How should methodology, quality of
ideas, and track record of the investigator be weighed in evaluating a proposal?

8 What is your assessment of your university's facilities (buildings and equipmem) I'm science and
technology' If then: are problems with facilities, what aspects. if any. appear to dety resolotion without
federal government involvement')

9 Do you have direct txperieme with industry :.upporfA research? What have been the benefits and costs of
such research?

R) Do you have concerns abo, , the number of 'o.-e,gn graduate students in science and t igineering'? What
advantages and disadvantages da t!--.,:y pres,ii, )
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APPENDIX F

Indirect Costs

1. The Components of the Indirect Cost Pool

To better understand the controversy. it is helpful to disaggre-
gate the indirect cost category into its component cost pools
Under the present framework established in OMB Circular
A-21. indirect costs are divided into the following pool,

Average Indirect Cost
Indirect Cost Pool Reimbursemen's in 1984

(1) Operation and Maintenance

(utilities, janitorial services routine
maintenance, etc )

2o-0

(2) Use Charges for Buildings and
Equipment 10°.
(or depreciation of institutional
assets)

(3) Libraries 4°.
(books and materials, salaries,
expenses and fringe benefits of
librarians and library staffs)

(4) Student Administration and Services 1°.
(costs of registrar, deans of
students, student advisors, health
services, etc )

(5) General Administration 15°.
(salaries, expenses and fringe
benefits of university officials and
university-wide offices, such as
personnel, accounting and payroll)

(6) Sponsored Projects Administration 7°0

(salaries, expens.,s and fringe
benefits of administrators and staff
in offices set up to administer
sponsored research programs;

(7) Departmental Administration 33°.
(salaries, expenses and fringe
benefits of personnel [e g chairmen.
secretaries and faculty] in academic
departments and divisions, and
organized research units attributable
to administration activities)

In essence, these seven pools are actually subdivisions of two
types of costs: the first three may he considered infrastructure
costs and together they currently amount to approximately 23
percent of costs, on average The second four are Ammistrative
costs, and together they amount to about 26 percent of direct
costs. on average Together. university indirect costs now con-
stitute. on average. almost one third of total research costs. or
half of direct costs

2. Infrastructure Costs

There is no universally applicable rule of thumb for determin-
ing what are reasonable and necessary costs of infrastructure.
Institutions have different expenses according to their age. geo-
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graphic location. disuplinary specialities. etc But determining
the infrastructuic :osts at a single given institution is not es-
pecially mysterious. Th, :osts are relatively easy to document.
and the types of costs do not vary significantly from institution
to institution The controversy over the costs of facilities and
equipment, however. L!oes not involve uncertainty as to how
they are determined, rather the uncertainty is over whether, or to
what extent. they are recognized by all parties as legitimate.
reasonable and necessary costs of research In the last decade
and a half. universities and government have been unable to
agree on these matters

In fact. the costs of research facilities and equipment are
reasonable and necessary costs of research Modern research is
impossible without modern laboratories. libraries, instruments
and computers. and the health of the university system is funda-
mentally dependent upon the condition of these items in the
universities. In order to fund the capital investments necessary
for the establishment of such facilities. many universities have
undertaken substantial indebtedness through direct borrowing
or the issuing of bonds. We have recommended substantial
changes in the regulations governing use allowances for facili-
ties and equipment in order to more nearly reflect the actual
situaticn in the universities

3. Administrative Costs

The controversy over administratis c costs is quite ~imply over
which costs should he col dered reasonable and necessary
Central to the controversy is the matter of administrative costs
At a time when indirect cost reimbursement rates are rising.
many researchers suspect that some of the costs claimed for
department,' and sponsored projects administration activities
die, in tact neither reasonable nor necessary Departmental
administration costs are regarded dubiously because they are
computed substcnnally on the basis of faculty et tort reporting.
sponsored project administration costs are also based in part on
effort reports andin the view of many researchersreflect a
haven for unproductive bureaucrats. By and large. the timer-
sitie,, have defended ICR rate increases by pointing to increases
id infrastructure cost pools. while researchers and government
representatives have complained about ICR rate increases by
pointing to administrative cost pools.

In 1983. r its study of the costs of federally funded R&D. the
President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Controlthe Grace
Commission issued its Task [-one Repori on Resew ( 11 ant;

Development With resNet to administrative costs, the report
concludes.

The administrative components of the indirect cost rate
(departmental administration, general and administra-
tion. and sponsored project 'administration) are the
most difficult components to establish on the has is of
documented. objective evidence and further attempts
to reach a compromise on acceptable forms et docu-
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mentation will only create mot friction and frustra-
tion Instead fixed rates should he negotiated and the
ongoing requirements for documentation of actual
rates should he eliminated

It further reiamt mends.
The cognizant agencies should negotiate indirect cost

rates that include a fixed rate for the administratiNe
components and relieve the universities of the main
portion of the burden associated with effort reporting

A report released in March 1984 by the General Accounting
Office (GAO) entitled, Assuring Reasonableness of Rz.suR' huh-
rec t Costs on NIH Research GrantsA Difficult Problem,
states

Departmental administration expenses are subject's e
and not easily verified (p Land notes that such
costs] will undoubtedly be the source of continuing
controversy. (p vit)

The Panel finds itself in full agreement with these findings and
with the Grace Commission recommendation

Government representatives. researchers and university ad-
ministrators all described departmental administration costs in
terms similar to those used by the Grace Commission and by
GAO Departmental administration con ..tses sonie 10-35 per-
cent of indirect cost reimbursements (60-70 percent of admin-
istrative cost reimbursements), the largest fraction of any indi-
rect cost pool and twice as large a fraction as the next largest
administrative poolgeneral administration While university
administrators will generally acknowledge that faculty effort
reporting is nonsensical and that departmental administration
expenses are thus difficult to justify, they contend, with some
arg.ument from the government and the researchers, that reim-
bursements for the three remaining cost pools (general admin-
istration. sponsored projects administration and student set-N-
ices) reflect reasonable and necessary administrative costs

The next most controversial administrative pool after depart-
mental administration, sponsored project administration, ac-
counts for about 8 percent of indirect cost reimbursement and
covers the administrative costs associatei with the actual federal

grant and contract process It has two components The first is
the cost of operating separate organizational units established
specifically to administer federal grants and contracts, the sec-
ond covers administrative activities outside of the separate units

which benefit federally sponsored programs exclusively This
latter component is based. to a large extent, on faculty effort
reporting and is thus subject to the same controversy as depart-
mental administration.

Reimbursement for student services administration is not
large enough at most universities to he significant

Finally, there is the general administration category. which
includes the costs of the central administration of the institutions
involved and various other miscellaneous administrative items
Although it currently represents about 15 percent of indirect
reimbursements. the general administration category has not
been subject to significant -mtroversy. Furthermore. it has not
shown the sort of growth recently characteristic of the othei
administrative pools

4. Diversity and Variation in Administrative Rates

Clearly, one of the strengths of the Li S higher education
system is the diversity that has allowed the s.\. stem to d,Nelop
centers of excellence. in ,titutionN w nth unique capabilities and a
degree of accessibility unmatched in the world

The universities contend that the present indirect cost reim-
bursement mechanism. b basing reimbursements on docu-
mented costs, is flexible enough to reflect and help maintain this
diversity The present cost allocation mechanism, however.
stimulates confusion over the manner in which already contro-
versial costs are reimbursed Similar administrative costs can he
charged to a number of different cost poolsuirect or indirect,
departmental administration or sponsored projects administra-
tion. etc. A paper prepared for the Panel by the Council on
Governmental Relations (COGR), an association of university
financial officers lists, by example. a number of costs that are
classified differently at different institutions Many of the dif-
ferences in classification reflect differences in internal organiza-
tion As the paper notes,

Essentially, the variety of methods used to group and
allocate costs was basically the result of the Nariety of
organizational structure

These structures in turn reflect variation in an enormous
number of individual institutional characteristics

One tithe questions the COGR analysis sought to answer was
why many seemingly similar institutions have such dissimilar
administrative cost rates in both the aggregate and within specif-
ic component pools. It concluded that there are tour principal
reasons for differences in aggregate administrative cost rates
trom institution to institution.

I Similar administrative costs may he charged indirectly at
one university and directly at another

2 The same costs may he regarded as administratike. costs at

one univers ty and as operatioral or plant costs at another
(more likely, as one administrative pool at one um ersity.
ant , at another)

3 Excluding costs from the aggregate direct category can
cause the same amount of administrative costs to be re-
flected in a different ICR rate

4 How rigorously an institution accounts for costs, and
negotiates reimbursements. max affect the amount
charged to administrative pools

The first thre( of these icasons, according to the CO(iR
report.

result in shifting of costs among Narious indirect and
direct cost categoties. the remaining reason results in
modifications in the total amount of costs awned

The primary reason w 11V the total Animist' am e costs
chalged differ Irom institution to institution is N1111111y that in-
stitutions differ in the degree of xrgoi they apply to accounting
foi, and charging for those costs 1 he Panel concludes that Vieie
does not appear to he as much raruttion in actual adinunsuatiNe
costs as the diversity in the s\,. stem might suggest

5. The GAO Recommendation

11) resoke some of the cut lent conttoNcisN the 1984 GAO
tcpoit recommends that OMB amend CuLulai I to
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hursements for departmental administration as a percentage of
direct reimbursements, replacing the "cost reimbursement"
method now used The reimbursement, suggest' the GAO re-
port. could vary on an institution-by-institution basis, depend-
ing on their individual circumstances, but should not rely on
effort reporting to represent those circumstances The reim-
bursement should represent a reasonable amount needed for
effective research administration at the departmental level of
each institution The GAO report followed a similar proposal by
HI-IS contained in a 1983 report to Congress

6. The Stanford and Yale Agreements
In the meantime, two universities. Stanford and Yale, have

undertaken to deal with the problem individually and ease their
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paperwork burdens. reduce their administratixe costs and elimi-

nate some of the adversity created by the ongoing indirect cost

controxersy Each university negotiated a fixed rate for depart-

mental administration in exchange for reducing el tot t reporting

requirements Both agreements hale finite durations Stanford's

must he renegotiated after five years. Yale's after tour Both

institutions, according to the NAS Workshop on Effort Report-

ing in A-21 made finanLial concessions in their agreements. but

did o on the stated grounds that the financial loss was out-
weighed by the intangible gains in the morale and spirit among

researchers. and a greater collegiality among researchers and
administrators
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APPENDIX 6

A Summary History of Indirect Costs

1950-1965

Cost principles for indirect cost reimbursement formally worked or., and published in a Bureau of the
Budget Circular A-21 in 1958 The Department of Health, Education and Welfare set a fixed upper limit on
indirect cost lecoery for grants This was 8 percent initially, changed to 15 percent in 1958, and 20 percent in
1963

1966

Indirect cost ceiling removed Cost-sharing required oy law in the Department ,f Health, Education and
Welfare Appropriations Act

1975-1979

Sixth revision, of Circular A-2I Revised requirements for of tort reporting and standard basis for distribut-
ing costs among projects

1982

Seventh revision of Circular A-2I Effort reporting requirements eased, and interest expense made
allowable in specific circumstances
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APPENDIX H

[NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 1 NOT AVAILABLF. 1 NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 3

FEDERAL EXPENDITURES ON UNIVERSITY RESEARCH.
1953-1984

(Constant 1972 dollars in millions)

NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 2
Year

All

Research
Basic

Research
Applied

Research Development

1953 234 124 96 80 13 00
National R&D Funding Trends: 1953-1984 1954 268 151 113 60 16 70

(Consa^: 1972 dollars in billions) 1955 277 169 95 10 13 10
1956 339 207 108 10 23 80Federal
1957 352 238 95 30 19 00R&DYear Total R&D Nor`ederal R&D
1958 384 270 96 00 18 10

1953 S 5 4 6 4 0 '959 453 335 99 20 19 20
1954 9. -: 5 2 4 2 1960 590 435 129 00 26 20
1955 If 5 7 4 4 1961 722 551 141 50 28 80
1956 13 2 7 7 5 6 1962 869 682 154 00 32 60
1957 1,f; : 9 d 5 6 1963 1062 852 178 70 30 70
1958 e 2 10 2 6 0 1964 1260 1055 175 00 30 00
1959 '8 3 11 9 6 4 1965 1444 , 182 212 00 49 70
1960 19 5 12 7 6 9 1966 1643 1313 252 70 76 80
1961 20 5 13 3 7 3 1967 1783 1422 280 90 79 70
1962 2' 14 0 7 7 1968 1905 1515 307 00 83 00
1963 23 15 6 8 1 1969 1845 1475 283 00 86 50
1954 25 9 17 2 8 7 1970 1804 1419 293 30 91 90
196f. 2e ; 17 4 9 5 1971 1795 1405 304 10 86 40
1966 28 r- 18 2 10 2 1972 1795 1420 320 00 55 00
1967 29 2 18 2 11 3 1973 1877 1375 420 00 63 70
1968 29 8 18 1 11 7 1974 1766 1323 380 60 61 60
1969 29 E i 7 2 12 4 1975 1819 1347 410 20 62 00
1970 29 5 16 3 12 3 1976 1893 1391 441 20 65 70
1971 2' 5' 15 6 '2 2 1977 1946 1433 433 40 79 90
1972 28 5 15 8 12 7 1978 2034 1505 447 40 82 00
1973 29 15 6 13 5 1979 2200 1574 528 10 97 9,
1974 28 E 14 8 14 0 1980 2295 1598 580 10 116 50
1975 28 ' 14 5 13 7 1981 2336 1664 556 50 115 30
1976 29 5 151 14 4 1982 2295 1640 541 80 113 00
1977 3C .5 15 4 ,5 1 1983 2259 1625 518 70 115 20
1978 32 : 15 9 16 1 1984 2429 1780 534 30 114 80
1979 33 5 16 4 7 2

Source National Patterns of R&D Resources Funds 9nd Manpower in1980 35 16 5 '8 6
the United States 1953.19 '5 Natrona) Patterns of Science and1981 3i. 17 1 '9 6
Technology Resources 19841982 362 175 207

1983 4,2 186 21 5
1984 42 5 19 9 22 9

Source National Science ;:::iundation National Patterns o' ScrencP and
Technology Res,:_Tes 1984
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NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 4

NAlIONAL EXPENDITURES 7UR R&D BY SOURCE: 1966-1984
(Constant 1972 dollars .n 'Mons)

YEAR
FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT
UNIVERSITIES
ar.' ..,OLLEGES

1966 13 180 395
1967 10 176 434
1968 18 107 474
1969 17,209 488
1970 16 316 506
1971 15 615 553
1972 15 808 574
'973 15 594 588
'974 14 820 604
'975 14 537 608
'976 15,072 614
1977 15 382 630
'978 15 878 639
'979 16 407 734
'980 16 541 i 45
'981 17 124 781

'982 17 841 3C6

'983 18 622 855
'984 19 577 916

Source National Patterns of Science and Technology Resources. 1984

NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 5

PROPORTION OF NSF AND NIH GRANT FUNDS ALLOCAlED
FOR PERMANENT _ABORATORY EQUIPMENT

YEAP
clo of Total Dollars Awarded
NSF NIH

1966 11 2 11 7'
1967 8 6 11 8'
1968 75 95'
1969 7 0 7 5'
1970 6 1 5 9'
197' 3 3 6 2
1972 5 6 6 6'
1973 55 49'
'974 54 57'
1975 7 4 4 6
1976 70 39
1977 62 43
1978 7 3 4 4
1919 8 4 4 6
1980 7 9 3 9
1981 8 6 3 3
1982 9 0 3 2
1983(est) 10 3 3 4
1984(est) 13 9 3 6

Includes only data I om the National Cancer Institute, the National In-
stituta of General Meaical Sciences, and he National Heart and Lung
Institute

'The NSF dP., is obtained from Science Indicators. 1974. and Jim Hoehn,
oersonal communication. The NH data tnrough 1n74 is obtained nom
science Indicators, 1974 After 1974, the data is from internal NIH files,

NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 6 NOT AVAILABLE.

NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 7

FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
1953-1984

(constant 1972 do 3'S in rr 'lions)

Year Total Basic Applied Dev.iLni-nent

1953 4 649 421 1 260 2 K.3
1954 5,257 444 1 377 3 436
1955 5 754 469 1 3?. 1 3 905
1956 7 725 548 1 609 5 563
1957 9 411 627 1 987 6 796
1958 10 280 696 2 222 7 361
1'59 11 936 903 2 405 8.629
1960 12 673 1 030 2 442 9 201
1961 13 372 1 214 2 604 ,15=,

"d62 14 069 1 546 3 01D 9 509
1963 15 671 1 830 3 080 10 761
1964 17 264 2 194 3 442 11 628
1065 17 443 2 41c 3 379 11 649
1966 18 180 2 571 3 359 12 250
1967 18,176 2 774 3 398 12 004
1968 18 108 2 837 3 411 11 860
1969 17 209 2 829 3 221 11 159
1970 16 316 2 733 3 377 10 209
1971 1 5 615 2 E4 t 3,141 9 830
1972 15 808 2 633 3 101 10 071
1973 15 594 2 589 3 234 9 771
1974 14 826 2 589 3 124 9 113
1975 14 537 ? 540 3 173 8 824
1976 16 072 2 604 3 434 9 034
1977 15 382 2 718 3 405 9 259
1978 15 875 2 956 3 478 9 444
1979 16 407 3 085 3 592 9 730
1980 16 541 3 128 3 709 9 704
1981 17 124 3 199 3 831 10 -
1982 17 841 3 160 3 719 10,962
1983 .8 622 3 205 3 738 11 679
1984 19 577 3 427 5 701 12 449

Source National Patterns of R&D RE-52./ces Funds and Madprwi9r 1,-,
the United States I ;J3-19-5 '.atonal Patterns of Sc' t :e and
Technology Resources 1984

NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 8

FEDERAL NCADEFENSE R&D EXPENDITURES 1975-1984
(Cons:ant 1972 do a'S in millions)

Year
Basic

research
Acolied

Rpc,..irch Developrnent

1975 1871 6 3' 88 6 3758 6
1976 1843 7 2" 8 3803 0
1977 2060 6 2 ., 2 4061 4
1978 2186 5 2997 b 4326 5
1979 2276 9 2936 6 4355 6
1980 2317 0 29' 5 5 -650 9
1981 2273 7 2651 4 3578 4
1982 2317 7 2549 7 2778 4
1983 2451 1 26' 7 1 2117 2
1984 3825 0 23P,O 1 2062 8

and reflects the total contribution of grant finds to equipment Source National Patterns of Science a-O Technology Resources. 1984
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NUMERICAL DATA FOR FIGURE 9
PERCENT OF NATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING DOCTORAL DEGREES RECEIVED BY NON-RESIDENT FOREIGNERS, SELECTED

DISCIPLINES: 1960-1984

Year
Phys
Sci

Earth.
Marine,
Env Sci

Math Comp
Sciences

Agricul
Sciences

Bio log

Sciences
rota'
Eng_

1960 8 89 13 83 15 12 21 98 11 87 16 241961 10 70 13 82 13 25 21 00 13 90 16 381962 11 20 923 16 75 23 82 14 38 17 921963 10 78 15 83 12 62 19 31 13 84 15 C41964 10 4' 12"'5 13 60 26 11 14 68 '4 841965 11 24 12 26 1 1 09 29 86 15 63 15 381966 11 52 12 87 12 61 30 38 14 66 16 731967 11 5' 14 11 11 08 30 03 12 62 15 70
1968 10 25 14 93 11 53 28 65 12 73 15 271969 9 77 15 38 10 65 27 93 10 C9 14 081970 9 32 13 92 10 93 21 75 10 74 13 741971 9 19 8 15 12 27 26 24 8 53 14 801972 10 59 10 59 13 19 27 16 8 47 14 811973 12 68 11 51 14 03 27 36 12 16 18.81974 13 16 16 05 18 49 33 04 10 41 22 371975 14 88 14 98 17 17 29 50 9 06 27 141976 15 06 14 88 18 24 30 96 8 76 28 681977 14 92 14 40 17 63 32 86 913 29 241978 15 20 10 -'1 18 87 31 30 8 30 31 691979 15 5' 10 S9 21 75 30 99 8 14 32 7,31980

1981
16 89 12 73 18 91 32 45 7 78 31 32
16 32 14 57 23 5, 33 09 7 57 37 261982 18 78 12 32 26 7C 27 33 8 81 38 921983 1923 16 64 2647 30 24 861 42 071984 19 82 17 26 32 29 31 29 9 29 43 ;9

Source Foreign Citizens ,r U S Science and Engineering History Status, and Outlook,' Prepared by National Science Foundation. Directorate fo
Scientific Technr ogical, and international Affairs Division of Science Rescsces Studies Table 8-21
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